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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 2010

False Prophet Ernie Knoll Admits He Was Lying

The Board of Trustees for this false prophet's website

caught him red-handed sending fraudulent messages while

posing as various alter-egos and they confronted him

about it. He admitted that he had been purposely deceiving

everyone and decided to finally stop the charade. A few

days later he changed his mind and tried to rationalize his

deception and is once again claiming to be a prophet.

07/22/2009 - NOTICE FROM 4HisPeople Board: The 4 His People Ministry Board learned of

some very disturbing information the week of July 15. This information has led us to believe that

though the dreams appear to be of a supernatural source, we now believe that this source was of

Satan. Along with the meetings being cancelled and no future meetings authorized by the board,

please know that Ernie and Becky Knoll are suspended from any activity related to the 4 His

People Ministry.

Please cease contributing funds to this ministry.

For those of you who read the testimony and/or received emails from someone going by the name

of “Candace”, we were able to determine through tracking email IP information, that Ernie Knoll is

“Candace”. When pressed, he admitted to this on July 21 at 2:43pm in a phone call to two ministry

board members. We have also determined that the “Great Commission Counsel” is also Ernie

Knoll.

We urge everyone who has a “dream book” to throw it away, as we now understand that there are

mind control elements in it.

We sincerely apologize to all who have read and believed these messages. We pray that those

whose lives have been affected, including those of us on this ministry team and our families, will

find closure. Thankfully, we have a loving Savior in Jesus Christ who is willing to forgive all who

come to Him with sincere repentance.

While we have concerns about some of the arguments and statements made by those who openly

opposed the dreams, we apologize to you specifically. We may at some time in the future ask that

you consider the unscriptural positions taken, but it is clearly not appropriate at this time.

Please know that all of us involved in this ministry, only ever wanted to serve in the cause of Christ,

to win souls for the kingdom. It is our prayer that those who have returned to Jesus, as a result of

these messages, will not cast Him aside. While we cannot trust in man’s opinions, we can trust

Jesus. Always look to Jesus for light and strength. May He find us ready, when He returns.

4 His People Ministry Board

07/17/2009 - NOTICE FROM ERNIE: We know this will come as a shock, but we have come to

believe that the dreams are not of God. Even though there was truth in them, there was also error.

We believe that Candace may have been an evil angel. I also received personal dreams that were

obviously not from God. We will be putting a notice on our website soon. Our future meetings have

been cancelled. ... Thank you.

Satan knows his time is short and is working to deceive even the very elect. We are so sorry and

pray that the Lord will guide us into all truth.

Love & prayers

Ernie & Becky
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Posted by Our Sw ord at 3:00 AM 

Labels: Controversy

07/22/2009 - NOTICE FROM Ernie and Becky reportedly sent to some supporters:

From: Ernie and Becky Knoll

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2009 11:30 AM

To: Ernie and Becky Knoll

Subject: Public confession

Dear One,

By now you may have heard or read that Candace was a hoax. I created “her” to try to deter some

of the negative things that people were saying about the ministry and it went downhill from there.

(Becky did not learn about it until a couple days ago.) The dreams were also not from God. I want

to say I am truly sorry and want to ask for forgiveness. Becky wants to ask for your forgiveness as

well that she was deceived. We have repented of our sins and pray that healing will come to you

and all those we have affected. On a positive note, we are glad that the Creeping Compromise

book has gone out to many people.

If you have sent donations to us, we plan to pay it back if and when we are able.

In His mercy and gracious love…Ernie and Becky

P.S. We hope to get a public confession up on the 4 His People website very soon.

UPDATE:

Now he has again changed his mind and decided to keep

pretending that his dreams are real and, unbelievably,

blames those who were opposed to his dreams all along

for forcing him to lie and create the false emails from

"candace" and the "great commission council." Below are

excerpts from his recanting of his recanting:

"He logged into the forum and posted the testimony of “Candace.” Ernie

noticed as he created the story that the words flowed easily." ...

"Then many of the detractors

published their beliefs about the dreams. This is when Ernie was “inspired” to create

the Great Commission Council." ...

"We have learned of at least three reasons for Ernie being deceived and deceiving.

First it was because of the opposition on the forums that caused him to get

discouraged." ...

"Secondly, it was a

lack of faith that God would take care of His ministry and last of all, because of a low

self-esteem."

Yes, you read that correctly...he actually blames the Christians who

stood opposed to his false dreams for forcing him to lie and deceive

others.

http://www.notaprophet.org/

My original article discussing Ernie Knoll can be read here.

71 comments:

NJK Project June 26, 2012 at 10:07 AM

The following, growing, Biblically analytical commentary on the ministry and revelations of Ernie

Knoll may be helpful:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#ernieknoll

God Bless!

Reply Delete

Anonymous July 20, 2012 at 8:53 PM

Ernie Knoll sinned, and confessed, and was forgiven. We have all sinned at one time or

another. The new website is:

http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml
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Ernie Knoll is a true prophet (messenger) of God. :)

Reply

Anonymous July 24, 2012 at 11:34 AM

We have all sinned but how many of us are claiming to be in communication with God and

delivering God's messages to His last day people? That, my friend, calls for the highest moral

standard... someone who is above reproach. It is one thing to be forgiven, it's an entirely other

thing to then go on serving in a capacity where the sin occurred. God forgives those who

genuinely ask but THERE ARE CONSEQUENCE to our sins and actions here on earth.

Should a pastor who had an affair with someone, in the congregation, be allowed to continue in

the capacity as pastor? I think we could all agree that although this pastors sins could be

forgiven, it would be gross negligence to have him in the capacity of pastor over a congregation

again.

The same applies to Ernie… several of his dreams contain prophecies that never came true...

'THE GIANT PEACH' being one of them. He clearly falsified information, made up stuff and

cannot be trusted in a prophetic roll again. I find it hard to believe that God cannot raise up

someone to take Ernie's place. I also find it hard to believe that God would require His people to

rely on a 'prophet' who publicly fell off the wagon! 

Food for thought!

Reply

NJK Project July 26, 2012 at 9:23 AM

Anonymous 2 (July 24): Spiritually ponder and answer this: ‘Should a Monarch who has lifetime

life and death power over his all of his subjects be permitted to continue to reign after he has

arranged to commit adultery with one of his subjects’ and soldiers’ wife and then made sure to

have that soldier killed, and actually have someone else pay the penalty for those double capital

sins? (2 Sam 12:14)...or worse, Should we still be consulting that “adulterers and murderers”

writings for “Godly, even prophetic inspiration?? (most of Psalms; cf. Matt 12:36; Heb 4:7)...or

even more worse, Should God be longingly desiring to reestablish a king ‘just like’ that one who

was also an “adulterer and murderer” (e.g., Ezek 34:23, 24; 37:25; Hos 3:5; cf. Isa 22:22|Rev

3:7)???....or much, much worse, Should God want His perfect, sinless (God the) Son to be

directly associated with this “adulterer and murderer” (e.g., Matt 1:1; Luke 1:32; 2 Tim 2:8; Rom

1:3; Rev 5:5; 22:16; Isa 11:1ff)!??, or “epitomically” worst...should Yahweh Himself ever

thereafter dare to repeatedly say that that “adulterer and murderer” could ever have ‘a heart just

like His own’ (cf. 1 Kgs 11:38), ... and mind you, the greatly praised Psa 51 confessing prayer

that, of course here, David made, after, as with Knoll, only after he got exposed, was at best a

quasi-delusional/oblivious, “passing the buck”, faulting prayer, where, as my exegetical studies

have shown David was manifestly blaming the fact that he himself was an illegitimate, out of

wedlock, “bastard” child!! 

Of course the answer is that it all depends on ‘who a sovereign and just God will chose to have

mercy on’ (Exod 33:19; 2 Sam 12:13; Isa 55:3; 1 Kgs 3:6)

That all perfectly compares to Ernie Knoll’s case because it is one thing to lie when under

pressure, rejection and ministry threat, even God understands such common falling (cf. Zeph

3:13 (=Rev 14:5)) as it repeatedly occurred in the Bible, but it is an entirely different level of

sinning to arrange for an adulterous affair, and then lyingly hide it for close to a year, and also

have the unsuspecting husband killed.

(cont’d)

Reply Delete

NJK Project July 26, 2012 at 9:38 AM

(cont’d)

You cite the “Giant Peach” dream of Knoll, well right in that dream it was said in advance that it

would all depend on what ‘the one who sits on the throne would decide is best’. Obviously, God

here, decided that it was better to not inclusively effectuate public, drastic judgement on the SDA

Church during the 2010 GC Session. (See more here). 

Your unforgiving “re-indicting” of Knoll’s past, and “single instance” sin of fabrication in the

‘Candace and Great Commission Council’ affair is indeed like, as hypothetically postulated

above, forever bring back David’s sin of adultery and murder upon him to discredit anything else

that he may do in the future, despite those having been clearly long forgiven by God. I,

understanding Ernie Knoll’ pointed prophetic mission, could see that God may not have found

someone else who was that humble to bear that, as commonly seen, calculatedly and

purposefully despisable message (=Isa 6:8-13|Matt 13:10-17) to the SDA Church. And so, as I

have seen continued inspiration in the rightly interpreted and understood follow up dreams of

Knoll, I see that God is continuing to even more powerfully use him. And so I see that his

confession was indeed genuine and fully accepted by God. Therefore, in that Biblical Light, who

would one think they are to effectively think and say then that: ‘God does not know what He is

doing’!!? (1 Cor 1:27)

1 Cor 2:6-16 - When you truly and fully understand the present state of the SDA Church in the

Light of God’s balances and expectation, you’ll begin to “get things” in regards to the

genuineness of Ernie Knoll’s prophetic ministry.
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Replies

Reply

God’s principle of forgiveness is the same for any human: ‘if they are in any applicable way

actually repentant of their sin and confess it to God, then He will be merciful and just and forgive

and cleanse them from all of their unrighteousness.’ (1 John 1:9) Therefore, as with Abraham,

Jacob, David, Solomon, Samson, Paul, Peter, etc, any such truly repentant person can be

permitted to fully carry on their past or any future Divine ministry.

See my, also above cited, blog post for much more.

Reply Delete

Anonymous July 29, 2012 at 11:05 AM

I think we can all agree that there has been enough controversy around Ernie to raise questions

in most peoples minds.  It's not just the made up biblical study group, or the false testimonies,

or the dreams that were false, it's also the personal interactions.  Unless you are calling for the

abandonment of the Seventh Day Adventist church, the official position of the church is that

Ernie's dreams are not trustworthy.  Continuing down the road of Ernie requires a lot of faith in a

man, not in GOD!

You sight people in high places,in the Bible, who were forgiven... you neglected to mention the

penalties that David, in particular, faced for his sin.  He lost his baby  son, was kicked out of his

kingdom by his own family's hostile takeover etc.  We are talking years of sorrow and hardship.

 Now compare that with Ernie... Apples to Oranges my friend!

Reply

NJK Project August 8, 2012 at 11:42 AM

I actually see that all of the “controversial” issue with Ernie Knoll have been properly

and fully addressed and also, as I said, it is not unprecedented in the Bible. So those

“questions” have been Biblically, satisfactorily answered in “my mind” and I am not

seeing that his dreams are false, as you claim. 

-And what are you referring to by “personal interactions”. If it is speaking of the

interaction in Knoll’s dream between him and “the Herald”, I actually see them as

purposeful in the appropriate ‘veiling of his message’ (=Isa 6:8-13) where those who

are inclined to reject his reform message can thus surfacely/superficially quibble on

this to entirely reject those dreams. To a Church in actual, knowing and defiant

rebellion as the SDA Church chooses to be, God them will indeed used “baby talk” to

“trip them up” (=Isa 28:5-13) for He has already “most solemnly spoken through

EGW and the (present day) Church has (also) ‘slighted those testimonies’ (5T 62.1-

83.2). They have been weighed in God’s (Full Sabbath Truth) Balances and found

wanting (LDE 59-61; EW 36.2 = Ezek 34:1-21)

-Just by looking at the many unbiblical things which the SDA “officially” does, decrees

and/or, in certain parts, teaches, (cf. here it is clear that just because the General

Conference, or any lower conference, Local Church, or pastor does/decides,

something, it does not mean that it is actually God’s own will.

-If the Church had actually had a proper faith in God, then they would have been in a

position to both heed the message in Knoll revelation, and even readily grasp the

most insightful, patently veiled revelations also contained in them.

-And (1) Ernie Knoll was also forgiven as those other chosen/entrusted ‘leaders’ of

God’s people were; and (2) of course its “Apples to Oranges”... because, like I

said/implied, Ernie Knoll did not commit adultery and then have the woman’s

husband killed. And comparing apples to apples, for the matching sins of lying, Ernie

Knoll and King David paid similar penalties of being embarrassingly found and

publicly exposed out by someone else. So that where those two similar sins

comparatively, justly, end.
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I also note that Ernie's dreams have no new light!  Why would God send a prophet to say the

same things we already have in Ellen White?  Tell me what 'new light' Ernie has brought to us?

 That right there makes him irrelevant.

Add to it that any sort of attempt at actual verifiable  prophecies are so backloaded with caveats

that they  are laughable.  It makes for a good way out for Ernie but only adds more doubt.  Take

for example the Giant Peach dream... If no repentance happened at the GC in Atlanta, as clearly

indicated by Ernie's own website, then the prophecies of the Giant Peach should have

happened!  The whole point of telling people about a conditional prophecy is so that they will

change their ways so the disaster dose not happen.  So either the church has changed its ways

or Ernie was false here!

If you are listening to Ernie WATCH OUT!!!
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NJK Project August 8, 2012 at 11:44 AM

On one hand, as I said above, if you are foundationally, fully in tune with God’s Full Sabbath

Truth (i.e., Isa 58; Matt 25:31-46), then you will be able to easily grasp the “New Light” within

Knoll’s dreams. On the other hand, a prophet main role is to bring back to the forefront things

which the Church is neglecting (e.g., Elijah-John the Baptist), as well as more vividly present the

Church’s hope, and in this case, it turn out to merely be a test of SDA professions. They failed

that Shaking Test by choosing to remain in their variously wayward ways. Frankly, by having

neglected the Full Sabbath/Gospel message of God/Christ, they really never gave themselves a

chance, not knowing where to start in the required reforms. 

In regards to the Giant Peach dream, it said that God will only act according to how He best

sees fit then if/when the SDA Church should then choose to not repent, which it did not. I see

that that decision sealed their future “whirlwind” utter destruction (=the SOP’s 1908 Loma Linda

Train Station vision (see here)), and God decided that not then acting to execute that judgement

was best for His overall cause. But as the SOP says, the longer a due Divine judgement is

delayed, the more terrible it will be.

Again, the simplistic air of the revelations to Ernie Knoll are having the intended “tripping up”

effects. (=Isa 28:5-13).
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http://clubadventist.com/forum/ubbthreads.php/topics/371020/Re_Atlanta_still_alive.html

Check the above link out. I also note that the Giant Peach dream is difficult to find on the web

these days. Apparently I'm not the only one who found this dream to be a smoking gun so Ernie

deleted the evidence?!!!

Don't forget the prophecy that Ernie and Doug Batchelor would be working together... that didn't

happen at all. When this was mentioned in his dream, it was slated to happen in a few months,

it's been years!

Can we say False prophecy here? If so, Ernie can't be trusted. DANGER, STAY AWAY!!!
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NJK Project August 9, 2012 at 1:02 AM

From my personal experience, the people in that forum you referred to have not demonstrated to

be the most astute Bible students, nor spiritually minded. So it is not surprising that they, and

many such people, jumped on that seeming indicting issue. But wrongly at that, since the Giant

Peach prophecy was clear stated as depending on: ‘God’s decision independent of what

occurred at the GC Session. Quoted from dream:

“The Herald, [...] says that what I just witnessed could happen, but we must understand that He

who sits on the throne and knows all to no end knows what would be best, and He might not

allow this to occur.”

You, and others, seem to be (willingly/indifferently) ignoring this distinct detail. 

You may find my earlier discussion on Ernie Knoll here with those on that SDA Forum telling

and helpful.

Secondly many, like also you here, want to assume that Knoll pulled down that prophecy

afterwards. He did not. It is still on his (new) website www.formypeople.org [I gather that

www.4hispeople.info was his old website]. It is midway in Dream #36: “Two Cars”

In regards to the Doug Batchelor statement (from Dream #16 - August 14, 2007), I am actually

seeing this as a open letter “shout out” by God to Doug Batchelor to endorsingly join Ernie Knoll

in order to help “validate” him. It would be similar to Christ wanting the rich young ruler to be a

close disciple of His (i.e., part of the Twelve), but the ruler proving not to be spiritually fully ready

for this. 

And my view on Doug Batchelor here is that, as brought forth during a discussion I had with

another “SDA Prophet” James Tierney, (who I evaluatively see that in direct revelation part is

genuine, but variously off in his limited interpretations of those visions and dreams), back in

2006, God had answered a prayer of Batchelor as he was preparing a sermon on

Gethesemane by impressing him of the pivotal significance of that episode for SDA today.

However later on, in August 2009, God gave Tierney a full blown vision of that significance. (See

here. (I had been discussing this issue online with Tierney on his blog, but he later on went on

to upsetly delete all of my comments. Still you can read about this discussion in this PDF copy

of these discussion.) 

(cont’d)
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I thought you were only dealing in "FACTS". This isn't a fact, it's your interpretation.

The actual FACT is that Doug has not been working with Ernie... even years after the
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first dream in which Ernie's spirit guide said they would. The FACT is this was and is

a false prophecy! End of Line.

NJK Project August 20, 2012 at 10:36 AM

Another one of your patent, obliviously pompous, spurious, selective/isolative,

“amnesic”, and of course also disparagingly insinuative, responses. Why can’t you

sequiturly engage what I have, and that fully, responded on this??? Not very honest

on your part since I (albeit assumingly) don’t gather that you are really that incapable,

if you actually focus and “apply” yourself here, of having a rational discussion. The

“Biblical/Spiritual FACT” is, as I went on to say in the next “cont’d” section that all

prophecy is conditional, -“upon condition of obedience”. And, again, as I said below,

if you do not think so then do give an “explanation*” for Christ’s (thematically similar)

prophetic statement in Matt 10:23. Or the many unfulfilled OT prophecies in the Bible,

and also, as I have had to do with Futurist-Dispensationalists, some ‘not

immediately fulfilled’ statements in Christ’s Olivet Discourse (e.g., Matt 24:29). [I.e.

they claim that the Olivet Discourse did not have any fulfilment in the First Century

A.D. with the Destruction of Jerusalem because such “immediate” statements were

not “immediately”, even at all, fulfilled.] This is similar to your stance and is chiefly all

the fruit of wrong Theology on God and the Future, on top of the

Conditionality/Contingencies of Divine Prophecy.

*(And an “explanation” is not the same as what you consider an “interpretation”

because it is in an “interpretation” of Knoll’s statement that I would actually only be

saying that ‘Doug Batchelor was going to work with Knoll’. But since that did not

occur, and paramountly, I had found that dream to be Biblically genuine, then I gave

my Theological/Biblical/Prophetic/Spiritual explanation/(understanding) as to why I

see that it did not come to pass.) 

So read my entire 2-part statement to get my response and address it head on....if

you can...
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Anonymous August 20, 2012 at 11:41 AM

"Another one of your patent, obliviously pompous, spurious, selective/isolative,

“amnesic”, and of course also disparagingly insinuative, responses. Why can’t you..."

answer the question?! It's simple, it's key. If Ernie's dreams are false on the surface,

why should ANYONE dig deeper?!!!

Anonymous August 20, 2012 at 11:44 AM

Fool me once, shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me.

NJK Project August 20, 2012 at 12:48 PM

I have answered that genre of spiritually mindless/shallow questioning...many

times... Can’t rationally say here that ‘you have also forgotten this’ since the record is

right there to “refresh your memory.” So it really is you who just can’t process the

answer. I guess/conclude that you “neededly” require to have “your food cut into even

smaller pieces” for you (Heb 5:11-14ff Isa 28:5-13). Try these and hope it works

otherwise it is all as futile as trying to teach Calculus (get it: “variables are inextricably

involved”) to a (typical) Third Grader: 

-There is no “digging” involved here. Just a Primary and a Secondary Application. The

Primary application is the surface expression and, yet stated once again here, in this

case of Doug and Ernie, the principle of the conditionality/contingency of prophecy is

involved. 

-Then, yet again, there are what I have seen, from my theological/prophetic studies

and experiences are Secondary applications (=1 SM 25.4), however these

understandings are spiritually veiled to SDAs who are not living up to Christ’s Full

Gospel mandate (Isa 58). So for Shaking failing SDAs you really will have the Primary

understandings to deal with, and since these have not, and I see, will not, come to

pass as surfacely stipulated there, with the fault being the lack of proper response by

the Church, fundamentally in regards to obeying the Gospel of Jesus Christ, then I

guess you’ll continue to “surfacely” and “letter-of-the-lawly” see things as you are, for

as with the similarly failing First Century Jews who were also going by surface

understandings of Scripture, such things will just continue to remain veiled. (2 Cor

3:4-18). Yet in all of this, you all SDAs would have gotten a prophet who was

instructed to speak just according to your indeed “revered, worshiped and preferred’

Lukewarm state (=an SDA “lukewarm” adjusted and tailored application of Ezek

14:1-11), and have proven that you actually do not believe your various grandiose

professions.

I guess if you/you all are thus actually “spiritually blind” then telling you to “open your

eyes” just won’t make a difference. So I foundationally “advise” and recommend the

eyesalve remedy for Laodiceans in Rev 3:18.
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(cont’d)

The point is that I have been seeing that God, like Jesus and the Young Ruler, has evidently

been striving to do much more with Doug Batchelor, who has comparatively done much with the

little he has, -though he could improvingly do more, but, probably pointedly because of that

complacency of his, God has not been able to do more with him and so has bypassed him in

this prophetic regards. Imagine indeed that it was Doug Batchelor who in 2006 had had that

“Red Heifer” vision. In regards to Knoll, perhaps Doug was then prayerfully pondering whether

Knoll’s gift was genuine or not. I’ll have to listen to a 2009 sermon of Doug again called “Testing

the Spirits” [it is 6 parts on Youtube by the way] but I recall him then making a veiled

allusion/remark to Ernie Knoll. 

You may find it as “convenient” but in December 2010, in a dream (#49) called “Amazing Facts”,

it was revealed to Knoll that Batchelor had not been faithful in dealing with his

“flock”/Ministry/Church. And I have come to the same conclusion just from various related

surface observations. So that would explain why Doug did not “cross paths” with Knoll as

“planned” by God. That is the issue with prophecy, it always depends on how people react to the

message/warning given in it (Jer 18:1-10). And as a prime example, Jesus made a quite

pointed prophecy in Matt 10:23 which did not come to pass as expected...because the targeted

people allowed the Jewish rulers to dissuade them from accepting Jesus and thus did not

respond to that call. I discuss that passage in detail here. (there are many similar unfulfilled

predictions in the Bible and SOP, and the “skeptics”, as those who are so in regards to Knoll,

never take into proper consideration the fault of those who should have rightly responded then

in order to accomplish that prediction as stated. Fulfilled prediction is merely a partial sign for a

genuine vs. false prophecy, and it is also not an only sign, especially given the conditionality of

prophecy. (Cf. COL 145.1 see this related post)
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You're sold but listen to the arguments in favor of Ernie's dreams.  It's okay that Doug and Ernie

are not working together because Doug messed up.  It would have happened but Doug blew it.

Okay then did God know that Doug and Ernie would never work together?  Did God know Doug

would blow it?  Then why even bother tell Ernie that Doug would vouch for him and help his

ministry?  At best this was wishful thinking on Ernie's part, and at worst Satan working through

Ernie to take down Amazing Facts once Ernie's falsehood was exposed!!!

Did God know what was going to happen at the GC?  Did anything at the GC conference change

because of Ernie's dream?  No way.  So  once again we're asked to believe that God changed

His mind even though God knows all, and clearly the trajectory of the Adventist church hasn't

changed since.

When God told Jonah to warn the people of Nineveh He gave specifics, what would happen,

what was expected etc.  When the people repented and did was God specifically asked them to

do he spared them.

What were the specifics that Ernie said needed to happen at the GC in order for God to spare

the S.D.A. Leadership?  What were the conditions to avert destruction?  I could find nothing

concrete, and there was no concrete action taken at the GC that would suggest they fulfilled the

repentance needed to avert destruction.

If you read almost all of Ernie's dreams they are very nebulous, no specifics.  Basically any

natural disaster, which we already know happen and will continue to happen, could be slated

as a fulfillment.  Thick black liquid.. what is that?  As June is a short month... what is that?

Lay off the cool-aid and seriously think about this.  Don't be deceived any longer!!!
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As it factually is that Knoll’s ministry and messages are passing my quite rigorous and more

accurately and exegetically deeper informed Biblical, Spiritual and Theological “Testing”, then I

am indeed sold on its/their Divine genuineness. You and many others are making the mistake

of not using those required testing parameters....

First of all, you have misunderstood (or misconstrued) my point with Doug Batchelor. I didn’t say

that ‘it was okay that he didn’t work with Knoll because he blew it’ I said that he didn’t work with

Knoll simply because, as shown later, he was not, then and now, in full harmony with God’s

expectation and will for him. And considering that other SDA Ministries were outrightly bypass

and not given this special “shout out” by God, as I believe it, then it does show how far from

God’s ideal they themselves are, relatively compared with Amazing Facts. (= Rev 3:19) And if

Doug had been more closely associated with Knoll, God would have more explicitly and sooner

revealed what He was seeing needed to be corrected and improved with Amazing Facts, (and

the whole fall of Knoll would then likely have been entirely averted given this great endorsement

then). So as involved in the proper “fruit evaluation” test, judge this prophetic claims according to

what the improvement would have been if those reform counsels were heeded, for Batchelor

has (gradually, but steadily) indeed allowed that ministry to stray and be lowered from the

standards that its main founder Joe Crews had for it. As I said, I have observed the same thing

without any knowledge of Knoll’s revelations on it.)
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(By the way Doug did make a veiled allusion to Ernie Knoll in that January 30, 2009 (recorded,

as typical, probably on January 9, 2009) Central Study Hour Sabbath School presentation

[04:24-05:10].) 

In regards to Doug’s claim there that ‘everyone has dreams’, which indeed is true, there are

some dreams which are clearly spiritually “impressive”. Even EGW had those. Case in point, I

would simply ask you: did you ever see an angel or Jesus in a dream?? And if so: didn’t you

also consider it as “impressive” and significant. And since dreams, even genuinely divinely

inspired/controlled ones are, compared to visions, in some degree, drawn from one’s

preoccupying mind matters (for “dreams” (vs. visions) do basically deal with already occurred or

stated things but add some explanative/insightful light on them), it is therefore not shocking to

me to see that this is involved in Knoll dream revelations.

(cont’d)

Reply Delete
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(cont’d)

-Secondly, as discussed in some great detail here, I personally am of the studied out

Theological View/Belief that, as God literally stated Himself in Isa 46:9-11: ‘He declares what

the future will be’, and not that “knows” it (two distinct (Hebrew) words)!! And that perfectly

explains many otherwise poorly or non-sensically “rationalized” things in the Bible. (E.g., starting

with the Great Controversy itself). And that is all because the future actually/logically does/can

not “exist” for we would have had to already concretely lived it. So God “knows” all that there

exists to know which inherently precludes a non-existent future. God prognosticatively and

wisely plans the future, yet man can, and has, throw “wrenches” in those al-wise plans and

cause delays and alterations in them. 

So I am not seeing things from your theological perspective here of “God already knew what

would happen...” Rather I see that God was here and in other instances actually testing the

hearts of the Church who indeed have this theological belief that ‘He knows the future’ to see

how they would, here also/again act to something He said would or might occur. But again, as

in the other instances, that professed belief had no tangibly and timely reviving or reforming

effect at all on those who claim it. And since God can indeed make those stated things occur (if

conditions are met), then this is not a deception on His part. The entire fault for failed

prophecies is, as always, with His faithless, indolent and/or indifferent professed “lukewarm”

people.

And you are still ignoring the distinct condition stated in that Knoll dream that God would then

decide what to do or not. In that pointed light the pertinent Biblical example is e.g., God

repeatedly pondering whether to completely destroy apostatised Israel but genuinely allowing

Himself to be talked out of doing what He had said he would do. And always in order not to

completely shame His name amongst the pagan nations. This time around, God had already

deliberated what He would do if no change occurred at that GC (and it indeed did not), and so

straightly implement that decision of non-/delayed action/judgement.

And just like there actually were no specifics in Jonah’s event. I.e., God did not tell the Ninevites

what they had to repent of, nor for that matter that they had to repent. The

announcement/notification simply was that their city was going to be destroyed in 40 days and,

most indicative of their genuine faith, they believed God and did what they thought was best to

correct what they “naturally” were seeing was wrong with them (and their animals), including the

specific rite of fasting in sackcloth and ashes, probably all based on stories they had heard

about Israel (and the Flood Destruction by their God), there similarly was no need to give any

specifics to the SDA Church who is fully, indifferently aware of all of its waywardness, -if they

could read the Bible and the SOP. This pompously disobedient, brash and defiant (=

“insubordinate” LDE 39.1; 15MR 292.3-4) attitude/stance of the Church that: ‘it will not repent of

its sins and waywardness until/unless God Himself explicitly tells them does not begin to fly

with God, particularly when He has already clearly spoken on those issues. Just ask Moses:

Exod 4:24-26/PP 255.5 - the angel send to kill Moses did not say a word but left him to figure out

(and manifestly, in time) why he was going to be killed and immediately correct the problem. So

was the test at that GC and they failed their test, sealing their “whirlwind” judgement fate and

ending their collective granted probationary time.

(cont’d)

Reply Delete

Anonymous August 17, 2012 at 10:27 PM

If S.D.As have it all wrong... Who has it right? Are you thinking this is the end of the

church age?

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 1:44 PM

(1) If you had actually read my blog (e.g., here) you would have seen didn’t say that

‘they have it all wrong, but, and in most significant part, Theologically “half” wrong (=2

Cor 3:4-18)

(2) Your response is also manifesting the typical smug SDA spirit and belief that they
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are God’s Last and Best option. Read and Understand the SOP. There is to be a

distinct Church Triumphant after the Church Militant. And it will not be “more of the

same” but instead and advancing and fully filling up of what and where the Church

Militant had come up short. The Church Triumphant will have it all (and not

“Lukewarmly” part/half) right. And Biblical/Prophetic studies show that the Church

Triumphant will actually be a return to the 6th Church of Philadelphia, the blameless

Church. But of course, as typical with SDAs who want to have everything

perfectly/chronologically figured out, that completely makes no sense to them.

Delete

Anonymous August 18, 2012 at 6:51 PM

So SDAs but perfected SDAs?

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 10:38 PM

Of course....perfected SDAs...whatever is actually left after Ezekiel 9 Tribe-Kingdom of

Judah Shaking and yet they will actually only have a 1/12th share in the final physical

constitution of God’s Church Triumphant (Rev 7:4-8). And it is God’s Full (i.e., Isa 58)

Sabbatical (Rev 7:1-3) Seal/Sealing which will make the difference here!!

Delete

NJK Project August 11, 2012 at 5:22 AM

(cont’d)

So if you want any “specifics” for Knoll’s messages then read the writings of EGW because they

are all there and are mostly being indifferently ignored by the Church today. Why should God

repeated what He so plainly already stated. In fact, Ancient Israel had the excuse that they did

not have ready access to the small number of scrolls which contained God’s past writings and

revelations, hence subsequent prophets would, albeit still rarely, restate those “forgotten”

things. But the SDA Church today has absolutely no such ‘valid excuse’, particularly in this

internet age!!

-Again the full message in Knoll’s revelations do not merely lie on the surface as most, (even as

I increasingly see it, Knoll himself think/believe). It takes a much deeper experience with God

(1SM 25.4), in accordance to His Full Sabbatical Truth of Isa 58 to get the

full/deeper/hidden/veiled message here. E.g., that whole episode of the ‘men worshipping the

Giant Peach’ in Knoll’s dream and seeking instruction from it is spiritually allusive to Ezek 8:16

where God’s leaders are worshipping the Sun. (Cf. this post). That indeed it that

last/watershed/sealing abomination prior to the Ezek 9 “Shaking” judgement. In Knoll’s dream it

is inclusively depictive of SDA leaders thinking that by conducting God’s work according to the

ways and display of the world (as GC sessions peripherally mirrors with very little needed

spiritual work being done during these sessions), that they are actually doing God’s expressed

will...but they are oh so far from His substantive Expectation. All reminds me of the Jewish

leaders and their ceremonies on the time of Christ.

-To me the two: “AS JUNE IS A SHORT MONTH, SO IS TIME. PREPARE FOR THE WRATH OF

GOD” riddle statements (Dream #11 & #31) are satisfactorily explained in the Hourglass Dream

(#55).

-“Thick (Black?) Liquid” - I didn’t find a mention of “thick black liquid” in Knoll’s dreams, but

merely to “thick liquid”. And the symbolism here is quite indicative and telling, from God

wrathfully destroying the world’s systems with a liquid (=Flood), this time a thick(er) liquid (likely

with a major Oil Crisis which cripples economies implicated); an interim cross between the

waters of the Flood and the oozing molten lava of described in the SOP (cf. 2 Pet 3:10-12), and

also to the fact that God symbolically plans to destructively and then restoringly “flood” the earth

with His glory and righteousness (Hab 2:14 cf. Ezek 43:2; Num 14:21; =Ezek 47:1-12). And as

seen in Tsunami and Flooding destructions, “watery” water can indeed be quite destructive, but

how much more thick, yet still quite high viscosity, liquid. Indeed it will not only easily destroy

what water itself may simply flow around, but, due to this thickness, it will also require much

less volume and speed than water to do the same amount of destruction, -not to mention that it

will also be evaporated by the Sun much less slower, if ever, than water, thus have a more

lasting effect. And on a deeper symbolic and spiritual level, as water is symbolic of people, this

“thick liquid” can be symbolic of the type of people through which God will accomplish all of this.

(=the members of the Church Triumphant, the 144,000 (cf. Rev 7:16-17)). So in all of this, God

would have found a workaround way to execute his necessary interim, prolonged time wrath

without breaking his prior rainbow covenant of not (literally, physically) destroying the Earth with

“water”.

(cont’d)
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“The truths most plainly revealed in the Bible have been involved in doubt and

darkness by learned men, who, with a pretense of great wisdom, teach that the
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Scriptures have a mystical, a secret, spiritual meaning not apparent in the language

employed. These men are false teachers. It was to such a class that Jesus

declared, “Ye know not the Scriptures, neither the power of God.” [Mark 12:24.] The

language of the Bible should be explained according to its obvious meaning,unless

a symbol or figure is employed. Christ has given the promise, “If any man will do His

will, he shall know of the doctrine.” [John 7:17.] If men would but take the Bible as it

reads, if there were no false teachers to mislead and confuse their minds, a work

would be accomplished that would make angels glad, and that would bring into the

fold of Christ thousands upon thousands who are now wandering in error.”  (Ellen G.

White, “Great Controversy”, 1888 edition page 598 par. 3)

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 1:48 PM

See my response here below

Delete

Anonymous August 24, 2012 at 2:27 PM

God is 'not willing that any should perish'. Jesus says to go out to the highways and

byways and *compel* them to come in. This God you portray creating layers and

layers of tests designed to keep as many as possible *out* of the Kingdom is a

flawed human creation unrelated to the God who made the ultimate sacrifice to save

as many as possible.

NJK Project August 24, 2012 at 4:56 PM

What is it with this quite evident recycling of already addressed and debunked

arguments. That comment is exactly the same one that was posted by “Bravus” (I

presume this is also you now) here in this other SDA Forum and was responded by

me starting here. So if you, Bravus, (or whoever it is), want to resume/continue that

argument, since I cannot post on that other forum, do engage my several responses.

I do not time to waste restating what I have already said.

Delete
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(cont’d)

The fundamental pre-requisite here in order to be able to discern and understand God’s imprint

and will in Knoll’s revelations is to seek to do God’s Full Will in/for these times and then you’ll

see the much deeper and bigger picture here which makes it concretely clear that Knoll’s

revelations are not ‘cleverly devised fables’. In fact, and I’ll momentarily ignore those discovered

deeper messages in Knoll’s revelations to say: ‘one, especially an SDA who knows the SOP,

would have to be clinically insane to think that he could “concoct” a prophetic ministry and

messages on such (surface) “flimsiness”. No one who is sane is that stupid. So to me, that is

proof in themselves that the dreams are genuine and moreover that Knoll is faithful in recording

them as is. In fact his momentary Candace and Great Commission Council lapse is a

demonstration that he could do much better “convincing wise” if he could, particularly since

restarting his public ministry after that. Yet he still is presenting what most are still seeing as

“inane” messages. But I have come to more widely see and understand that this is all God’s

way of veiling (in a converse way of Daniel and Revelation) those messages (=Isa 8:6-13 & Matt

10:13-17) which nonetheless still do indeed contain both a readily understood surface

messages as well as secondary deeper/wider ones. All signs of genuine divine revelation.

So my “serious” counsel/admonition to you is to: stop basely, “naturally” and knee-jerkedly

weighing spiritual matters for that has never (i.e., Bible, Church SDA History) proven to be a

determiner of God’s Truth for such ‘spiritual things are indeed spiritually discerned’. (1 Cor 2:6-

16)

Reply Delete

Anonymous August 11, 2012 at 7:22 PM

If what you propose is correct, then how much of Revelation is optional?  Could man or Satan

throw a wrench in what God revealed to John so things would happen differently than God said?

 

You do realize that what you're proposing is what Satanists believe.  That when Jesus comes

back he will be unable to take this world and will have to allow Satan and his followers to live

here.  They basically believe that, like you propose, man and fallen angels can throw wrenches

into God's plan thus altering what God said would happen in Revelation. I sure hope you don't

really believe this!

Either God is all powerful or He is not.  Either God is all knowing of He is not.  There is no

monkey wrench that ANYONE could throw in that God does not foresee.  When God speaks it

happens!!!

I'm also struck by how simple salvation is.  We humans like to complicate it, throw our cultural
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norms at it, and demand others to follow our view of it.  Yet Jesus said that unless we become

as little children, in our faith and understanding of God, we're not going to ever understand it or

make it to heaven!

Your multiple page deep philosophical examination of Ernie's dreams make it clear that his

dreams do not follow a clear simple 'thus saith the Lord'.  To make elements of them even

remotely plausible we're expected to analyze them based on a huge spiritual test, throw in a

little of man messing up God's plans, and ignore the blatant failings because they work on other

deep spiritual plains.  I'm sorry but all the explaining in the world , 1000 or 5000 words, doesn't

make it all better.  False is false, and the God I serve doesn't make mistakes in prophecy... Not

ever.  In fact He couldn't because if He says it... IT HAPPENS!!!

Reply

NJK Project August 12, 2012 at 3:19 AM

Well it is clear that you don’t actually know nor understand what my Theologically Biblical

“Foreplanning” View actually is. And as typical with you in your response you are clearly merely

responding off the top of your head and thus make many assumed, a-factual and completely

baseless claims. But of course you are right because that is what you always believed,

irrespective of the actual fact. Not a very good way to obtain concrete Biblical Truth. So I advise

you to save your (moreover, hysterically strident) disparaging and denunciative “slandering”

remarks until you have at least done your fact checking homework. (You have just got to love

this, LOL, self-confident “delusional” attitude that: “I don’t have to read anything because I know

it is not true”. I personally cringe to think where I would variously be if I had this

“oblivious/indifferent, traditional-deference mentality”. “Don’t be fooled”, whatever Biblical,

Spiritual, et al. facts and truth you may want to ignore still stand firm!!

First of all, just ask OT Israel, the First Century Jewish Nation, the First Century Christian

Church, the Early (ca. 1850), and then later (ca. 1888) SDA pioneers “how much of Bible

prophecy, inclusively for SDA’s involving Revelation is “optional” and you’ll get the Jer 18:1-10

answer. Unlike what you Theologically believe God never has His back to the wall and must

cater to man’s rebelliousness to have His will accomplish. As Bible and Church History

repeatedly demonstrated, it will always be man’s loss if they refuse to spiritually align

themselves with His perfect will and plans, as God is “All Mighty” enough to make time last as

long as He needs to until He can have a generation through which He can then fully fulfill those

prophetic Plans. “Time” is the constant variable here, a nd for man, it is a very limited resource,

but not for the Eternal God.

From the very beginning, Satan has been throwing wrenches in God’s perfect plan and has

managed to find a significant enough number of people to side with Him, including presently

right withing the Church, to result in God having to alter, postpone or start from scratch in

regards to having a fulfilment with His prior, even started attempts. The Great Controversy is

quite real, and to think other wise, as if we are simply going through already set motions, is a

deception, and as I said, God has allowed it, as He allowed the Eden deception as it would

freely reveal the heart of man. As Jesus said, He is depending on finding faith, -true obedient

faith, on the Earth. (Luke 18:8). Fact is, a repeatedly suggested and demonstrated, God can

always restart a new movement of his from simply one person, so as long as he has one

faithful person on the Earth, there is hope. When God speaks, it does happen, but only on His

terms, whenever He sees that conditions of fulfilment have been “perfectly” met. (COL 69.1)

That certainly is not the case with the present generation of the SDA Church, as they have this

same (actually not “oblivious”, but indifferent) belief as you are expressing here that God has no

better option then them and this time, so he’ll just have to deal with whatever they see in their

own eyes is best.

(cont’d)

Reply Delete

Anonymous August 17, 2012 at 11:39 AM

My dictionary says that Slander is:

"a malicious, false, and defamatory statement or report: a slander against his good

name."  Didn't Ernie confess to making up false individuals and a false commission

that was fact checking his dreams?  I don't understand... how is this Slander?

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 1:42 PM

I was not referring to things you said in regards to Ernie Knoll, but rather to me. I find

that your statement that: ‘my “Foreplanning View” is a Satanist view to be

insinuatively “slandering”. Like I said read up on the Biblical substantiation for my

view and spare me such insinuating, knee-jerk comments.

Delete

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 1:49 PM

Same thing goes for your earlier “cool aid” similar insinuation. Everyone knows what

that is alluding to.

Delete

Anonymous August 18, 2012 at 8:01 PM
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We do? Everyone? Definitives should be avoided... That I do know!

Anonymous August 18, 2012 at 8:40 PM

I will admit that your foreplanning view does not agree with scripture, and an all

powerful God who occupies all time and space! I also note that I was initially wrong,

it's the Luciferians that have a similar view on this and not the Satanists! This was by

no means an attempt to call you a worshiper of Satan but nearly pointing out the

facts, as you say, and the fact is there are Satan worshipers that share your view. And

more than share it, it's a key component of their belief system. I find no Biblical

precedent for this view so I encourage any Bible references you might have for this

belief!!!

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 10:34 PM

[First Comment]: So the real problem here is “definitives”....right...skirting the

substantively unanswerable issue, as usual... You obviously know what you meant,

and what others would readily understand here, for what is so “dangerous” about

“drinking cool-aid”??

Having a conversation with you is quite a waste a time because you do not involve

much deep thought, but merely blurt out whatever crosses your mind then, not to

mention not recalling/taking into consideration background/contextualizing the line of

reasoning, as if every thing is a new thought/statement in itself. Frankly it is like

having a discussion with someone who has a clinical case of amnesia or Alzheimer,

but since there is here a written record where you can “refresh your memory” before

posting you responses, then this is all a deliberate act on your part, yet I actually

don’t really think that you intend to do this....So only the option of ‘psychologically

choosing the path of least implication/difficulty’ is left here, and Jesus Himself had a

pointed term for this as repeatedly stated in Matt 23.

Delete

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 10:35 PM

[Second Comment]: Really....what is there to “admit” from you. You already made

your point clear on that issue so your ‘admittance’ now makes no difference at all

and is clearly just another insinuative attempt on your part. As later demonstrate, you

have just not studied this issue and are just responding according to the Theological

traditions and maxims that you have always known.

So is it “Satan worshippers” or “Lucifer worshipper’???? And whatever it may be is of

no consequence to what my view is. Read my blog post to find out about my view.

(See the link you had ignored in my earlier comment. Or did you also suddenly

“forget” about this linking.) And indeed, how “else” than by mere ‘maxims/traditions

assumption’ would you be “admitting” that ‘my view is wrong’ since you here “admit”

that you have not even read my Biblical substantiation and exposition of it???

Despite your facade pretensing here, your are not being either “noble” (Acts 17:11) or

honest. (Rev 14:5)

(And do thoroughly read that blog post on my Foreplanning View, including the

comments made their, because I will not waste my time, nor space here, restating

thing which are already addressed in that post, but will summarily, succinctly refer

you back to that post.)

Delete

NJK Project August 12, 2012 at 3:19 AM

(cont’d)

Your claim of “complication” in regards to understanding Knoll’s and other prophecies is the

same claim that non-SDA’s and non-Christians make in regards to the encrypted prophecies of

Revelation. They reject any interpretation which is not literalistic. So e.g,. the Mark of the Beast

cannot be Sunday Sacredness because it is a ‘tattooed barcode on one’s hand or forehead’...

and so on and on. Salvation is indeed simple, just (actually) believe, in the only sense of that

word, which involves: ‘believe Christ’s word in Matt 25:31-46 that he in his final judgement will

reject anyone who has ignored the plight of the spiritually or physically needy, ‘to the very least of

these ones his brethren’ (=DA 825.4); and in our day and age that includes the 65,000,000+

infants who are being systematically murdered each year. Do you know much better than Jesus

in that regard and think, as SDA’s typically do, that He better should be worrying Himself about

“Final Events”....because, LOL, “time is running out”??? As I said, the one thing that the Eternal

God has is TIME. Humans don’t and only their own time will run out if they do not have a faith or

works which God can accept and bless. So do become like the little child that Jesus was

speaking about and ‘fully trust and obey that your Elder Brother and Heavenly Father actually,

wisely and experientially knows best!! 

And do start by reading and understanding Isa 58...because that also does not actually say what

you and other SDA’s “assume” it (merely/only) says. (I haven’t heard the following (not yet

posted) sermon yet, but going by what he has been preaching recently (see in here Dave
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Fiedler’s presentation during ASI 2012 should also be, (more than less), increasedly

educational and enlightening towards God full, present will on this issue.

Reply Delete

NJK Project September 19, 2012 at 6:19 AM

By the way, the Dave Feidler sermon recording mentioned above here has since

been posted on AudioVerse here.
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Anonymous August 12, 2012 at 12:08 PM

Wow, very off topic in regards to Ernie!  I note that not one of this issues I brought up, in regards

to Ernie's dreams, were addressed so there is no disagreement there?

As for God needing a group of people to be ready in order for Him to come I think you don't

understand the power of God.  How about 'In the Fullness of Time'... Hmm, I guess there is no

such thing.  Or how about the fact that God could cause the stones to cry out if needed.

The Jewish leaders were also under the impression that they needed to have a group of people

perfectly keeping the commands of God, if just for one day, then salvation would arrive.  They

were very learned, had the scriptures memorized yet their hearts were not right with God despite

this dedication to every detail.

It's clear that there is no reasonable argument, even with mind blowing proof, that will convince

you that Ernie is false so I bid you fair well and good luck!  My only hope is that others reading

this discourse will at least not be deceived by Ernie any longer!!!

Reply

NJK Project August 12, 2012 at 1:36 PM

“Off topic”??? Even “Very”??! Seriously??! Just reread the discussion and try to follow its

sequitur develop!! Seems like you are of type who think ‘everything must be simple to be true’,

as in: “the square root of 2 is 1.”

‘Didn’t answer you’re your objections... at all’??? Sure/Right!!?

Then in that case it is indeed not worth having a discussion with you since you obviously have

caught a vexatiousness that manifestly does not even bother to read what I am posting. (Or you

just don’t understand it... Either way, that beyond my concern. And I can’t (succinctly) state these

any plainer. 

In regards to your “power of God” issue...again check the transpired facts and you’ll see through

and through that God never does anything that man can do for/of themselves. So the only

“extreme” circumstance will literally be, since He has all the time in history to try to raise up a

generation which, indeed ‘“perfectly” (=COL 69.1*) does this “Living Testimony” demonstration

& ‘Gospel testifying’ work (=Matt 24:14), when there is merely one person left to do his will and

the rest of the world wants to kill them to actually completely silence the Gospel testimony that

this person is still proclaiming. That is what would have similarly been the case if actions had

been taken to “silence” those who were then, albeit shallowly, proclaiming that Jesus was the

King of Israel for that was the most extreme chance for the New Covenant’s establishment.

*And Christlike perfection will only be achieved when Christlike ministering works are fully done.

That is what the Jewish leaders, as many are doing today, indifferently just didn’t/wouldn’t factor

in.

I have addressed allof your spiritual shallow/devoid surface arguments. They are only “mind

blowing” and “reasonable” to you when you insist on approaching this issue “mindlessly” and

reactionarily/knee-jerkly. That the necessary mindset to be deceived. I don’t set aside the

spiritual and theological to evaluate spiritual and theological issue (1 Cor 2:14). Obviously, on

top of variously ignoring facts, that is all an option for you... I would returningly wish you the “luck”

you’ll need here but in such issues of Truth, there is no luck” that can/will affect God’s derived

decisions.

If you really want to help others then first make sure that you actually do so, starting with getting

up to speed on the pertinent facts, because the Biblical Truth is that you are conversely also

responsible for deceiving, or keeping them deceived. So I actually hope that people will not

accept your amnesic, vacuous, a-factual and already disproven claims without verifying them for

themselves, starting with at the very least, reading/comprehending the responses that I have

(actually/indeed) made.

Reply Delete

Anonymous August 17, 2012 at 11:51 AM

NJK... doesn't Canada have some fairly strict 'hate speech' laws?  If I recall you can't

talk bad about other religions on TV etc.    I guess all that pent-up frustration has to

go somewhere.  Talk about slander and demeaning statements about others
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though!  I thought christian's were supposed to be know by their love.

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 1:43 PM

And???? You would then be “asking” the wrong person, I guess. And Supposed

legal issues aside, are you really that concerned for me or are just trying to silence

the opposing testimony. I am sure that Ancient Israel and especially the Jews in the

time of Christ would have loved to have supposedly applicable “hate speech” laws to

resort to, for they would have been able to silence the prophets Biblically speaking

against them. And in Jesus case, they would have silenced him long before Matt 23!!

In regards to supposed ‘slandering and demeaning statements’, my statements vs.

the SDA Church will stand against any judicial challenge, but then again, it would

have to be a Religious Court, which actually does not exist in Western countries. For

what you may be thinking from above are offensive to you, they are actually just

statements of observational fact that any objective and fair minded person would

come to if they read the record here.

In regards to your “Christian love” statement, the opportunity for that time has long

passed with the SDA Church. Any “love” now, i.e., indifferent “love”, would merely be

sustenance. Then you can say that my warning message is actually an act of “love”,

for if they actually repent, then they can avoid the adverse fate prophesied against

them in their waywardness in the Bible (Ezek 9) and SOP (LDE 59-61; the 1908

Whirlwind vision).

And you need to get up to speed (by reading my blog) on the now 16 year back

story/history and development for my Matt 23-like blog post.

Delete

Anonymous August 18, 2012 at 7:04 PM

So you're not a Canadian native who has lived in Canada almost all your life? That is

what your blog profile says! You're not Ernie are you?

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 10:36 PM

My pointed “And????” statement does not point to that vacuous and also, as usual,

disparagingly insinuative claim of yours. At best, I don’t think that your claims of

illegality are warranted. 

And, since you really think this is honestly necessary or possible: I am not Ernie

Knoll.
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Anonymous August 17, 2012 at 12:05 PM

I'm going to post this quote on it's own comment because I feel it is really practical specifically

for Ernie's dreams.

“The truths most plainly revealed in the Bible have been involved in doubt and darkness by

learned men, who, with a pretense of great wisdom, teach that the Scriptures have a mystical, a

secret, spiritual meaning not apparent in the language employed. These men are false

teachers. It was to such a class that Jesus declared, “Ye know not the Scriptures, neither the

power of God.” [Mark 12:24.] The language of the Bible should be explained according to its

obvious meaning,unless a symbol or figure is employed. Christ has given the promise, “If any

man will do His will, he shall know of the doctrine.” [John 7:17.] If men would but take the Bible

as it reads, if there were no false teachers to mislead and confuse their minds, a work would be

accomplished that would make angels glad, and that would bring into the fold of Christ

thousands upon thousands who are now wandering in error.”  (Ellen G. White, “Great

Controversy”, 1888 edition page 598 par. 3)

That is why we have the Bible that God has preserved throughout the ages.  We can trust what it

says, and it alone!  It is simple, straight forward and the only thing we can trust!

 I Corinthains 13:8-13

Charity never faileth: but whether there be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there be tongues,

they shall cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away.  For we know in part, and

we prophesy in part.

But when that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away.  When I

was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a child: but when I became

a man, I put away childish things.  For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face:

now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known.  And now abideth faith, hope,

charity, these three; but the greatest of these is charity.
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NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 1:45 PM
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As the SOP quote said: ‘symbolism is not mysticism’ I similarly do not see anything

“mystical” involved in Knoll’s dream but rather symbolic. And I also see why God, as

e.g., with the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation, has chosen to so symbolically veil

those messages (=Isa 8:6-13 & Matt 13:10-17).

In regards to 1 Cor 13:8-13, this is precisely where the SDA Church is failing,

because it thinks that since it has prophecy and supposedly understands all

mysteries, then they can not be loving towards those in need, even those in vital

need.

In 1 Cor 14:1, Paul also states to pursue spiritual gifts, especially prophesying over

love, i.e., in order to clearly know God’s will and that is actually not contradictory

because God’s will, also for today, is that we love, in the true meaning of the word,

which means not being indifferent.

Delete

Anonymous August 18, 2012 at 7:58 PM

NJK Project left out the rest of the sentence which is telling. The statement goes on

to say that '...secret, spiritual meaning not apparent in the language employed." (See

above Ellen White quote for the complete thought.) Many of the posts NJK Project

has posted here make the case for deep spiritual messages hidden within Ernie's

dreams. According to this spirit of prophecy quote this is dangerous and points to

confusion and error... In this case the dreams, if they really are to be interpreted this

way, as well as the interpretations made by NJK are in error.

Just like the spiritual leaders in Jesus time it's so easy to make salvation a

convoluted mess littered with rules, regulations and false ideas about God. We

make salvation about us, and doing the "right things" instead of what God is really

looking for, our hearts. God wants a living breathing relationship with us, just like He

had with Jesus. ( Having the mind of Christ in us... Like Paul refers too.) We can

never obtain this by any level of effort on our part. The only thing we really can do is

choose... Choose to accept God in our lives and to work His perfect will in us. We

give up our will and choose God as our master. That is all we have the power to do.

Many people, including myself, forget this and try to do the work on our own. This will

never work! Let's face it, the Bible says that even Satan believes and trembles, and

I'm sure he is well studied, but this has not changed him for one reason. Satan has

rejected the relationship and forgiveness he could have had and that God wanted.

Who is it that causes us both to "will and to do of His good pleasure."? It is God! He

gives us the will, and the power to act on His will! Praise the Lord!

NJK Project August 18, 2012 at 10:37 PM

(1) You do not have to “smugly” talk over me as if I cannot, or just will not, answer

your claims against me. You are the one who is in the dark/does not understand my

actual, studied out, and that Biblical, view here. Unlike you, I do not make claims

unless I have properly/adequately researched them and thought them through,

particularly in regards to studying out known objections. The typical SDA thing to do,

which I see you, not surprisingly, have also contracted, is to ignore objections yet still

“obliviously” claim that you are right. (And that is actually the last thing that EGW

wanted her SOP writings to do. The Bible and Bible Study is the final arbitrator in

matters of Theology and Truth.) 

(2) I thematically did not leave anything out here. When symbolic language is used,

there then inherently are “secret, spiritual meaning not apparent in the language

employed”. E.g., we are not to look out for a literal beast with 7 heads and ten horns

in Rev 13:1-10; etc.

(3) I, myself, do make this claim of, again, symbolic and thus veiled, and that “in

plain sight” being involved in Knoll’s dream for the secondary application which are

also contained therein, This is all like Christ Olivet discourse which was to fully have

a literal fulfillement if it had been fully fulfilled in the First Century A.D., as it could

have, but then, using the same language, has been shown to have also contained

symbolic/spiritual meanings in many of the terms and plain words that were used.

E.g., we are today not to flee a literal Jerusalem and Judah, but a spiritual one. (Matt

24:15-17ff|Luke 21:20-22ff). Same thing goes for unfulfilled OT prophecies. Futurist-

Dispensationalists totally miss this present meaning because they, like you here,

only think that God’s prophecy can have a literalistic meaning. So they only see that

this will apply around a literal Jerusalem and Judah.

(cont’d)

Delete
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(cont’d)

(4a) The most ironically comical thing here is that, for SDA people like you who are

insisting on not walking according to God’s full Gospel Light of Isa 58 and Matt

25:31-46; and that because ‘the second Coming is oh so soon, the primary and

plain statement in Knoll’s dream directly apply to you, as Ernie Knoll himself also

believes. And this is how God has tested the genuineness of your patent and
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common belief and profession here. You have proven that you actually do not really

believe what you claim, or worse, that you don’t about obeying God and doing what

He is requiring so that you can be ready to welcome Him when He does come, even

in the merely “preaching” “vs. “thorough humanitarian”) aspects. (DA 825.4) 

The Biblical Secondary, veiled, understandings which I am presenting will only be

grasped by those who have an “experience” (=1 SM 25.4) in fully obeying Jesus

Christ’s Gospel mandate

(4b) You are trying to make the same false Evangelical dichotomy between genuine

faith and obedient works. True faith will only lead to obedient works and no one will

be saved who lived in knowing, rebellious disobedience to God’s will. So doing good

works will not save anyone, it will just demonstrate that you are indeed a truly

converted person. As Jesus implied in e.g., Matt 25:41-45: ‘try being indifferent to

anyone in need, to the least of these, and see if you will be saved’. (cf. Isa 58:2ff) On

this actual love of others hangs the other half of God Law and His Prophesying (Matt

22:34-40) 

(4c) God cannot have a relationship, nor forgive, anyone who does not want to not

live according to His requirements. And, as the Bible clearly teaches, all of God’s

laws and stipulated requirements serve to clearly point out what He considers to be

sin so that we can avoid them.

(5) If God is really your master, then you will not be condoning anything which has

“Mammon”/Wealth as their “master” (Luke 16:13)

(6) Theologically and Exegetically accurate here: As that Phil 2:13 statement is

exegetically in the direct context of ‘one working their salvation with fear and

trembling’ (Phi 2:12), Paul is therefore saying that one is to first/self initiate that

“salvation working out” and to not fear to do so because God will surely enjoin that

initiation to help us fully work things out. Indeed God can’t wait for such a free-will

obedient initiative from some to quickly, complimentarily, come to their aid. So God

actually gives the power to will and to do to only those who actually inceptively will to

do so and does not force anyone who just does not want to. If that is not the full case,

then it is God who is choosing who will be saved or lost as He will only be giving an

“initiating” power to do His will to some people and not to others.

Delete

Anonymous August 20, 2012 at 1:30 PM

Simmer down Avatarjah, simmer down! It's okay if not everyone sees things your

way!

NJK Project August 20, 2012 at 4:15 PM

Uhhhh!!!!:

-What in the world is “Avatarjah”???!

-What makes you think I am upset here. Relating the facts of the matter here does

not mean getting upset.

-Since you obviously don’t see the full implications of this issue, it is quite “natural”

for you to think that it is “okay” to not pursue the Full Truth here.

-And you clearly don’t want to engage those issues, hence your continued skirting of

them...

Delete

Anonymous August 20, 2012 at 5:15 PM

Ronald, Ronald, Ronald... Hang in there buddy, soon Canada will rule the world!

NJK Project August 20, 2012 at 5:45 PM

LOL!!!? Whatever.... Hopefully (for you) this is not the same “anonymous” because

this line of responses really makes not rational nor Spiritual sense. 

By the way.... make up a username to distinguish who the “anonymous poster is. 

....And Canada fundamentally has no ambition to “rule the world”. That is why we

here “invest” in people, not guns, bombs and WMDs.

Delete

NJK Project August 20, 2012 at 5:53 PM

...and, just to be clear here, whatever Canada is and does has no relation to my

distinct NJK Project.
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My family and I attended a meeting where Ernie spoke, and Candace was mentioned as if she

was some sort of liaison for heaven. It seemed a lot of decisions were made by her and many

instructions were given through her. I found this odd and unscriptual.

Then the undergarment topic surfaced. The angel told Candace that God loves the form of the

woman, and that He wanted it to be shown. Bras were chains and they needed to be removed.

Tight see through tops were to be worn, and the angel told Candace that the tighter the top the

more faith you have. The women were instructed to wear this around non-Adventist, because a

stranger would have no reason to stop you and open conversation; church members would

more than likely stare. This was presented to us all as the word of God by the angel through

Candace.

Lies, lies, and more lies. I believe that Satan was making his move to destroy souls. The Lord

prevented honest, sincere, truth believing, praying people from being further deceived. Ernie lied

and it was evident that Candace (the lying spirit) had taken over him. The new van they traveled

in was secured by testimony from Candace via email to the Toyota dealership. He had become

accustomed to securing favor, items and whatever else he could get through this artful

deception. The sky was the limit. He also asked us to send out contributions directly to him; not

the ministry.

Then, Ernie was exposed–the second time when his board traced the Candace-sent emails

back to him. Linda Kirk’s loving testimony was the first sound of the trumpet that signaled error

and was vital, but was discredited by another hoax–the Great Commission Council. We are

instructed by the word of God to test the spirits (1John 4:1), not dodge them. Truth can stand up

to any investigation, but Ernie failed the exam because he was not telling the truth. His life was

unsanctified and yet he was honored of God and shown the wonders of heaven? God showed

His servant about this type of setup.

Ellen Whites states, “If there were no other evidence of the real character of spiritualism, it

should be enough for the Christian that the spirits make no difference between righteousness

and sin, between the noblest and purest of the apostles of Christ and the most corrupt of the

servants of Satan. By representing the basest of men as in heaven, and highly exalted there,

Satan says to the world: “No matter how wicked you are; no matter whether you believe or

disbelieve God and the Bible. Live as you please; heaven is your home.” GC 556.

Hence, I believe the dreams were fabricated. Ernie made a statement at the meeting that added

to this suspicion, he said “People are always trying to find fault with the dreams. . .like the scene

with the saints all lined up heading towards the guillotine singing all to Jesus I surrender, that’s

Rev 20:4!” It’s as if he selected a scripture from the Word and then wrote a sentence concerning

what is said in the verse.

The Lord allowed all these events to occur, and will use them for our good. God forgives and so

does His sanctified followers. We forgive because of His mercy and love towards us. We forgive

Ernie and love him with the love that the Holy Spirit has shed abroad in our hearts by faith.
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NJK Project August 24, 2012 at 4:57 PM

I can and do understand your expressed concern here of not being deceived,

however, given all of the clarifying and contextualizing judicious discussions that has

since been made on these issues, particularly the ones of Knoll’s fall, I see that you

are actually, relatively, exaggerating things here by not involving their wider factual,

“historical” and Biblical context. Fact is that not one of God’s chosen “prophets” were

ever faultless/sinless but that did not cancel out them being used by God when the

later repented of their faults/sins. For much more on this my comments in my Ernie

Knoll blog post section. An attitude of ‘closing one’s ear to any explanation or facts

and just continuing to condemn’ is not Biblical.

My personal/particular reason for seeing that the dreams of Knoll are actually not

fabricated, as it is understandably easy to surfacely assume, are the many insights

and Bible/SOP allusions that I have discovered in them through my (Secondary)

analysis of them (see discussions of these findings here) which I see that Ernie

Knoll himself completely missed. He has been seeing merely a Primary, quite

literalistic application for them, as it should be for the SDA Testing purposes of those

dreams, but there is also found in them, as with any genuine Divine Prophecy a

Secondary and more Spiritual application of the same prophecy.

Delete
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So far what I have gathered from this thread is that if you fall for the likes of Ernie Knoll several

things might happen.

- Loss of sense of humour. Without humour life just might as well not exist.
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- Developing a holier than thou attitude. We all like to be right, but if being convinced that one is

right all the time certainly removes a lot of challenge in life. With out challenge life just might as

well not exist.

- Lack of need to show respect. Without respect life might as well not exist.

- Not feeling the need to explain your point in a way people can understand. As in every single

person should understand it exactly as stated. With out understand and patience life might as

well not exist.

I would like to suggest these following virtues to the followers of Mr. Knoll,

Industriousness - Be productively engaged in life. Avoid laziness. Strive to accomplish good

things.

Justice - Let equity and fairness be your hallmark. Treat others in accordance with what they

deserve, and give each person a chance to show his or her best.

Courage - Fear is natural, but it can be overcome. Train yourself to do the things you fear, both

physically and morally.

Generosity - An open hand and an open heart bring happiness to you and to others. The miserly

are never happy.

Hospitality - In ancient times, travelers were greeted with food, drink, and a warm place by the

fire. See that your guests never want.

Moderation - Enjoy all good things, but do not overindulge. No one admires a glutton or a

person who cannot control his or her appetites.

Community - Cooperate with kin and friends, do your fair share, and remember your

responsibilities to others.

Individuality - Although we belong to a community, we are also individuals with distinct

personalities and clearly-defined rights. Respect the individuality of others, and insist on the

same in return.

Truth - Be honest and straightforward in all your dealings. Avoid deceit and deception.

Steadfastness - Learn to persist, to endure in the face of adversity without discouragement. Do

not be blown about by every changing wind.

Loyalty - Be steadfast in your commitment to others and to yourself. Have a true heart.

Wisdom - Learn from your experiences. Grow in the understanding of the world, and of the

human heart. Comprehend as much of the universe as you can in the years available to you.

Following these 9 simple rules will get you a lot more listeners.
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NJK Project August 24, 2012 at 5:00 PM

As with the evidently recycled comment above, this comment here was similarly

made here (by the “Resident Pagan” Empty Cross) on another SDA Forum

discussing Ernie Knoll. And I have also answered that ‘purely humanistic’ comment

starting here. On top of my responses made there, the same fundamental

flaw/problem still remains which is not understanding how God work in the area of

necessary faith, -faith to be obedient to God’s will whenever it is made clear, instead

of “agnostically or atheistically” first wanting to ‘see before believing.’ 

Also try God’s modus operandi towards those who are rebellious to His already

clearly revealed will in e.g., Isa 6:8-13; Matt 13:10-17; Isa 28:5-13; etc. God does not

cater to “unbelievers”.
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Bob August 24, 2012 at 6:39 PM

Your first post on this board was recycled... so what's your point?

NJK Project August 25, 2012 at 1:22 AM

Seriously Bob??? From what kind/“level” of logical and rational reasoning/thinking is

that questioning...

(A) It is a link not an “argument”

(B) It was not readdressed to you again (whichever potential “Bob” you may be here

(i.e., e.g., Bob “P” or Bob “R”))

(C) If one/you followed that link they/you would have seen where else I have

addressed other responses made in these Ernie Knoll discussions.

(D) When the questions/answers would be similar, I refer the person to those
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already responded to statements.
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As I have been repeatedly saying from my own experience (see e.g., here), (and as I suspect it

is actually unbeknownst/not understood by Ernie Knoll himself): a/the key to accepting and (fully)

understanding Knoll’s dreams is in first being fully obedient to Christ’s Full Gospel Mandate, for

as it was done in his Dream #34 - “Repent as I AM Coming!” those two notions/themes of

‘truly/fully helping those in need’ and ‘accepting and understanding Knoll’s dreams’ were (and

that, not insignificantly so), thematically and sequentially associated, -at the very least, by being

the principal subject matters for that dream.

Reply Delete

Anonymous November 17, 2012 at 4:10 PM

NJK is full of hot air! What a joker. I hope he's just toying with everyone here as his comments

seem laughable!
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NJK Project November 21, 2012 at 2:07 AM

...as typically says the spiritually uninformed|ignorant|indifferent|insouciant... What is

actually “laughable” here, and indicative of the diagnostic made here is that you

candidly cannot even “surely” say whether what I have said was ‘definitely

“laughable”’ but had to couch it in a caveating/disclaiming “seem”. Get up to speed

on the Info, Truth and Facts first before making such public “trust my judgement’

claims because, I don’t think you really want to have this publicly assumed

responsibility of influencing the views/decisions of others. 

And by the way, even what you perjoratively deem to be ‘my hot air’ would be helpful

for evident Lukewarm Laodiceans as yourself. (Rev 3:15-18).

And...Isa 6:8-13|Matt 13:10-15

Anonymous January 15, 2013 at 3:16 PM

Stop the Presses, Ernie has a new dream (well, about a month old now) and this time the

whole SDA church organization and other outreach ministries associated with it are to be

burned with fire, people and all! Interestingly enough the fire used is the same fire of Sodom

and Gomorrah, which I thought was a type of the final cleansing of the earth when the Heavenly

City comes to earth and the final cleansing takes place... but I digress. I guess the judgment

comes early for the SDA church, even before the CLOSE OF PROBATION!

The SDA's must have really upset God here because Jesus was willing to SAVE THE WHOLE

CITY of Sodom and Gomorrah if just ten righteous people could be found there. No such luck

GC, It Is Written, Amazing Facts, etc. etc. I guess there must not be ten righteous people in the

lot of them. (I also note Ernie did not beg for God to spare these institutions either...

interesting!?)

Also note worthy is that God saved Lot, even though he delayed, but in Ernie's latest dream NO

ONE is saved from the burning buildings. Men, Woman, Children... they all must go, up in

FLAMES that is!

If you had any doubts about Ernie, just read "FINAL EVENTS AND THE FIRST SUPPER". Then

think logically about what good it would do the cause of God to destroy the ministries that are

probably the closest to His idea on earth. (They all have problems, the church has problems,

nobody here on earth  is perfect but this dream is a window into what SATAN would like to see

happen to the SDA church for SURE!!!) If God is really behind this punishment, and against the

Jesuits in the SDA organization, wouldn't He also smite the Jesuits in the Catholic organization

itself at the same time? Jesuits come from the Catholic organization right?

Note the lack of details on time or specifics other than those that contradict EG White and

Revelation on what happens at the end of the world too. I also think it's interesting that Ernie's

angel doesn't know geometry either because Doug Bachelor and Ernie are on Parallel paths

that will intersect! :) Good luck with that one!

Reply
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It is typically “easy” to try to pick flaws and fault against someone you do not agree

with but that often reveals a lack of objectivity, as well as “informity” on the faultfinders
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part, especially, as seen with the prophetic messages in the Bible and

Religious/Biblical History, when dealing with prophetic claims. That is why the proper

testing of 1 Thess 5:19-22 is strongly required.

To most succinctly address your objections here:

‘same S&G Fire = Since SDAs are, giving their granted institutional blessings which

they have robbed God by self-servingly using them on themselves and to make

money/profits, thus guilty of the same sins as S&G (=Ezek 16:48-50). If you

know/knew your SDA Church History, then you would know/have known that they

Latter Rain was halted in the early 1900's because of this same sin of ignoring the

plight of the poor and needy. Kellogg pointed that out first and EGW later came to

admit before a GC Conference Session that he was absolutely right and she

reprimand the SDA Ministers who had decided to “wage war” on him for those

denunciation and ended up driving him out of the Church. (See the above links to

Dave Fielder’s presentations in here and here for more on this pivotal topic. Also his

recent GYC 2012 presentations.) As stated in LDE 218-219, that is indeed Jesus’

final judgement critieria (Matt 25:31-46) and many good (Sabbath Keeping, Second

Coming Preaching) people & ministries will fail “surprisingly” fail that test. (See DA

825.4; EW 36.2; Ezek 9:8; 11:13 = Rev 11:13, and many more). EGW also had a

vision of judgement where “no SDA was found”.

So that claim of Knoll passes the Biblical test. (cf. Isa 8:20) Truth is not determined

by what one is ‘willing’ to accept, and according to human balances.

{I said I would be succinct/brief}...

-Who is to say the probation of SDA has not closed?? There will not be a sign written

in the sky to indicate when this will have taken place!!

-Since it is God who is dictating what occurs in Knoll’s dreams, then He is the one

who is not factoring in a intercession to spare and save. Evidently he knows (since

the SDA Shaking judgement is actually already complete (1 Cor 2:14), that this would

be futile and/or not deserved) = Ezek 7:1-9ff; 8:17-18; 9:6; 5T 211.1-212.2

-Because of their knowledge and opportunity of knowing more, SDAs are actually

‘cumbering the ground’ as the first century Jewish nation was by them choosing not

to fully heed God’s mandate on them for reasons of preferred, faithless,

selfish/worldly ways and policies. Then the only option is to start all over, even if with

only a handful of faithful ones because with God, they are sure to Triumph. See 4T

384-387

cont’d

Delete
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cont’d

Just like God was able to establish the Christian Church mainly to Gentiles, and that

by deliberately hardening and blinding the impenitent and rebellious Jews (Rom 11),

He can now just as easily raised up a Church Triumphant from non-SDA Christians.

SDAs are only one of the 12 tribes (namely Judah) from which the 144,000 will be

selected (Rev 7:5-8) and if God cannot seal a symbolic 12,000 from that tribe, then

so be it, He’ll just move on to others who have been honestly living up to all of the

light they know/understand in the Bible and SOP.

-Satan actually wants the SDA Church to remain dormant and deceivingly still claim

to be God’s best demonstration of the Gospel of Jesus Christ on Earth (cf. EW 266-

269).

-If Jesuits are knowingly acting against known/understood truth, then they’ll have

their judgement, but God is more concerned with people within, e.g., the Catholic

Church who have been deceived by their religious leaders.

-Jer 18:1-10 - God can always do a “new thing” to effectuate due judgement. OT

prophecies were suspended and put on hold when OT Israel failed to do their

part...and, tellingly enough, Jesus preached a “new” message of Judgement against

that supposed “Ultimate Generation” then, and that is why He was rejected and put

to death...as was also Jeremiah. People who ‘arrogantly’ think that God cannot ever

judge them, and even (mis-)quote Bible passages and prophecies, just are

Spiritually deficient and Theologically clueless, not being able to, or even wanting to,

recognize the many abominable sins of the Church; and thus naturally manifest the

same type of spirit which will lead many “good” people right into hell. (Matt 23:29-33)

-Humans are not supposed to walk on water because of the Laws of Physics, yet

God is able to circumvent that....so why not a mere figurative “parallel” symbolism in

a prophecy??! Indeed that imagery may be thus revealed to show that it will take a

sovereign and supernatural act of God to cause that intersect... In fact, as I similarly

theologically believe that God does not do things which are factually impossible, I am

seeing in that symbolism that God will act, as in Jer 18:1-10 to injunctively do a new

thing: I.e., end those parallelling roads and start a new one which are on a course to

eventually intersect! No “luck” needed with a Sovereign God!!
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Anonymous February 5, 2013 at 3:24 PM

And there are no deceived people in the SDA church God is trying to reach!? How about all

those poor souls joining the S.D.A. church who know nothing of the corruption in the church you

speak of? Why would they not get every chance to learn the truth just like people of other

religions who are off base?

And if the S.D.A. church is all wrong, who has it right? Who is left to give the final message and

be the final witness to the world. We're not there yet, that time has not yet come. The Bible

makes it clear that the lines will be drawn and everyone left alive, on earth, will have a clear

decision to make either for the commands of God or for the commands of Man. That hasn't

happened yet either.

Ernie is a mess... and I love your superior attitude and condescending tone. A master of

confusion and circular reasoning you are!
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Like I said, your problem, as with most other SDAs is that you have a “half”

understanding of what is God’s Will and Truth. Comparatively like First Century Jews,

you all have a legalistic understanding of God Truth and so the Mark of the Beast

issue can only be in regards to “observing the correct day, and in the correct way”

and you are completely, and manifestly most (vexatiously/pridefully)

indifferently/ambivalently so, ignorant of God’s Spirit in His Sabbath Truth = Isa 58

Read/Study the SOP (e.g., WM 23-63ff) and you’ll find out what God fully expects of

those who will be standing for him in the end. 

(New) People who join the SDA Church will also have to use proper Bible study to

come to the understanding of God’s Full Truth on this matter. And it will/should

actually be easier for them, because, unlike other Christians/People who will be

similar challenged/tested by the Full Truth, they will not have yet learned the basic

“half” message which the SDA Church is now preaching. As Jesus told the

Samaritan woman at well: ‘Salvation then was of the Jews. But the time was coming

when God’s Spiritual Truth, anchored in the “right-doing” model of Christ (=His

Righteousness) would be the defining practice (spirit) & canon (truth).’ (John 4:21-

24) I never said SDAs have it all wrong, that is just your own straw-man fabrication.

As clearly stated throughout my blog, I say that SDAs have it half right, indeed just like

First Century Jews/Ancient Israel had it half right.

The SDA Shaking occurs before the Final Conflict and when one understands what

is fully involved in that Final Conflict and the MOB test, then it is most easy to see

how, and that, it is transpiring now. That is not “circular reasoning” that is the

understanding and application of God Full Truth as included in the Bible/Prophecy

and the SOP!

You can try to “ad hominenly” disparage my approach all you want, that does not

change the binding substance of the message, and I in fact really don’t care if you,

and the likes of you, ever understand it. ‘Confusing’ you all is indeed my mandate, so

Mission Accomplishing (Isa 6-8:13...but of course, you SDAs are beyond God’s

judgement, LOL!! contra. LDE 59-61)...yet still you could actually easily understand

those messages if you knew how to do proper Biblical exegesis. 

Free counsel: Your preferred Biblically/Spiritually asinine & simpleton approach is

definitely not the way to go...and on so many levels!!

And Ernie Knoll is only a (supposed) “mess” because you all SDAs are!! (Ezek 8;

14:1-8). Can’t say God did not send you a prophet according to what you cherish in

your heart.
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And Ernie Knoll is only a (supposed) “mess” because you all SDAs are!! (Ezek 8;

14:1-8). Can’t say God did not send you a prophet according to what you cherish in

your heart.
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Anonymous February 6, 2013 at 9:28 PM

You still didn't answer the question. If S.D.As have it half right, who has it 100% right? Name the

organization please. Stop the nonsensical spin and keep it simple. Jesus is coming back for a

pure church, so there is one somewhere. NAME IT!

Reply

NJK Project February 6, 2013 at 10:15 PM

-Ohhh... I didn’t think that that comment was nothing more than a self-assured, (0 vs.

100%) hyperbolic & (thus) rhetorical claim of yours. 

-By the way, my (falsely so-called) “spins” are never neither mindless, pointless, nor

nonsensical, but rather subtle redirections to where the fuller truth can be found...

-Explicitly here saying so myself, I clearly see that my “NJK Project” is working

towards incontrovertibly/necessarily preparing that ‘pure bride of Christ’ which is the

Church Triumphant (EV 707.1) and a representative New Jerusalem (Rev 19:8-9,

21:9; cf. Rev 3:12). See the (currently) 68 detailing thesis substantiations on that

Project’s blog. 

-I am sure that it would be “convenient” for you to discuss that NJK Project on this

blog, but as this is a blog post which discusses Ernie Knoll, I recommend posting

any follow up comment on my own blog, and pertinently and substantively so, by

addressing specific issues with which you may disagree with.
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You still didn't answer the question. This leads me to believe either you don't really know, or you

are yet another voice of confusion... much like ERNIE! 

Prove how intellectually superior you are and tell me which church or organization has it right.

Clearly you state the S.D.A. church is wrong (and you agree with Ernie that it will be destroyed

before the general close of probation and before Christ comes back). It seems disingenuous

not to offer a solution to the problems you have voiced at great length.

Help us "Biblically/Spiritually asinine & simpleton approach" people out here man! (NJV quote)

P.S. I note that you pulled all of your previous posts that were VERY OFF the Ernie topic before

you posted this statement. (NJK QUOTE "-I am sure that it would be “convenient” for you to

discuss that NJK Project on this blog, but as this is a blog post which discusses Ernie Knoll, I

recommend posting any follow up comment on my own blog, and pertinently and substantively

so, by addressing specific issues with which you may disagree with." END QUOTE) Funny that

you were the first one to go WAY OFF TOPIC on this Forum, now you're trying to redirect others to

YOUR forum. You are very WHITE WASHED indeed!

Reply
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Okay, now you are (I hope) “playing” dumb and/or hiding your head in the sand!! What

part of my: ‘NJK Project organization’ answer given above don’t you really/actually

understand???? That’s being “asinine” by definition. You want an intelligent

conversation, then, seriously, start by, at least, acting like you are. If those answers

are still “confusing” you, then clearly you are some ‘Babylonian intoxicating

substance’ (Rev 17:2ff). As ancient Israel would testify, you don’t have to be “Babylon”

to actually be “in Babylon”.

You now or also want a ‘specific “Church”’... see also in my blog...it’s posted there, in

its due contextualization. 

I had no idea what you were accusing me of in you “pulling posts claims until I check

the posts above and saw that all of my prior posts were gone... well news to you, I did

not delete them, (I have no reason), this blog’s owner did. So get your facts straight

before accusing me. And of course, they leave all of the one-sided, falsely accusatory

comments against me...so LEGAL NOTICE: that constitutes legally actionable

defamation/slander/libel and will be fully prosecuted as such! And you won’t be able
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to hide behind your spiritual ignorance.

Like I said, you can continue this conversation on my own blog...and since I have

been making copies of this discussion here for just this expected/typical moronic

deleting reason, (never fails with you SDAs) I will be reposting the entire original

conversation on my website. See my Testing the Spirit blog post, at the end of the

Ernie Knoll section. In fact I won’t be wasting my time and posting on this blog after

this answer here and any follow up comment that is made against me will instead

be answered on that blog post.

-By the way, this is all “typical”, because you all SDAs can’t accept that God is judging

you (Isa 6:8-13|Ezek 14:1-8, LDE 59-61; etc) By the way, Ernie believes his dreams

will be literally fulfilled, -my light says that they will only be spiritually applicably

fulfilled.
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to hide behind your spiritual ignorance.

Like I said, you can continue this conversation on my own blog...and since I have

been making copies of this discussion here for just this expected/typical moronic

deleting reason, (never fails with you SDAs) I will be reposting the entire original

conversation on my website. See my Testing the Spirit blog post, at the end of the

Ernie Knoll section. In fact I won’t be wasting my time and posting on this blog after

this answer here and any follow up comment that is made against me will instead

be answered on that blog post.

-By the way, this is all “typical”, because you all SDAs can’t accept that God is judging

you (Isa 6:8-13|Ezek 14:1-8, LDE 59-61; etc) By the way, Ernie believes his dreams

will be literally fulfilled, -my light says that they will only be spiritually applicably

fulfilled.

Delete

Anonymous February 9, 2013 at 12:55 AM

Legal Notice: The board owner can do whatever he or she likes with unsolicited comments you

post. (You're not in Canada anymore friend!)

The fact that you are backing up your posts tells me others are also finding your posts worthy of

deletion on other boards. I'm thinking this might be a sign you should rethink your attack plan!

But I digress. You keep dodging the original question. If S.D.As have it half right, who has it

100% right?

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 1:26 AM

This comment has been removed by the author.

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 1:32 AM

LOL! As usual/typical with you: completely clueless and ignorant, but of course

brashly self-assured.... all quite telling...

(Firstly, see the above indication that occurs when I delete my own comment)

Unsolicited Comments has nothing to do with this issue. Only your ignorance of their

relevance would make you think this

And, relatedly:

LEGAL INFO/EDUCATION: There also is also freedom of speech in Canada, yet, as

in the U.S. you are still fully responsible with what you say about someone else or

how your actions, such as on the selectively moderating ones on this blog, come to

paint someone in (Legal Term): False Light... so, for your own sake, get up to speed

on applicable laws before you inject your devoid intellect and opinions on matters!!

-Well the fact of the matter as to why I back up my postings on other blogs and forum

is, as I had indicated, not to waste my time and later have to rehash the same

discussions with other people who would have similar moronic dispositions. I then,

if applicable, then simply have to point them to those prior discussions. 

And responding to someone either in kind or with factual and pertinent responses is

not, by definition an “attack plan”. The likes of you would prefer me to sink to your

moronic and simpleton way of viewing things... just not going to happen...way to

costly.

-You keep either being and/or playing dumb with my response. From what I had

posted before, you could see/understand that I just don’t actually care for, especially

insincere people like you. You are only playing and fooling yourself. Fact is, I know

the answer, (as indeed readily obtainable, and in due contextualisation), on my blog.

So this does not at all begin to affect me. 

And contrary to what you may smugly think/assume/beleive, the success of my

project does not at all depend on caviling at, especially spiritually half-wit/half-baked

people like you...Enjoy your Lukewarm “Laodicean” state (Rev 3:15-17)!!...God

Himself says you have it half-right so take it up with Him and the remedy He has long

given you to fully right yourselves!!...and you (probably) thought I had pulled the “half-

right” characterisation out of thin air.
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Anonymous: “Legal Notice: The board owner can do whatever he or she likes with
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unsolicited comments you post. (You're not in Canada anymore friend!)”

By the way, as it clearly is neither safe to (glossingly) assume at all that you know

what you are talking about, and/or have made a sensical/rational/logical/intelligent

comment: in response to your vacuous: “not in Canada anymore friend” Legal Notice

above, blog hosters located in Canada also have the right to, (at their own

responsibility), delete any comment from their posts. It is not only something that can

‘“legally” be done in the U.S.’ (LOL)!!... 

“You’re not in Kansas anymore!!” or is that actually “Wonderland”!

Delete

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 5:34 AM

...in fact I seriously do recommend you using the “fake” usernames “Dorothy” or

“Alice” so as to not inherently/defaulty effect unmerited surface aspersions on

anyone else who may which to post anonymously...

Delete
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NJK said: " What part of my: ‘NJK Project organization’ answer given above don’t you

really/actually understand???? That’s being “asinine” by definition."

Okay, let's break this down. I asked which church, if not S.D.A., is the true last day church. The

only thing close to an answer you gave was "church triumphant" but that isn't a specific church

that I can look up in the phone book is it? That describes the church that is made pure and has

members alive when Jesus returns. So which church WILL become the Church Triumphant?

This is a fair question which was never answered! I fail to see how that makes me "asinine by

definition".

NJK said: "You want an intelligent conversation, then, seriously, start by, at least, acting like you

are. If those answers are still “confusing” you, then clearly you are some ‘Babylonian intoxicating

substance’ (Rev 17:2ff). As ancient Israel would testify, you don’t have to be “Babylon” to actually

be “in Babylon”.

Now you are resorting to name calling along with calling into question my intelligence. Good

start for getting an idea across to someone you do not even know. 

NJK said: "You now or also want a ‘specific “Church”’... see also in my blog...it’s posted there, in

its due contextualization."

Oops, no link. That will be fun to try and find...

NJK said: "I had no idea what you were accusing me of in you “pulling posts claims until I check

the posts above and saw that all of my prior posts were gone... well news to you, I did not delete

them, (I have no reason), this blog’s owner did. So get your facts straight before accusing me.

And of course, they leave all of the one-sided, falsely accusatory comments against me...so"

Yes, and I would be able to fact check this. And there is no way you could have removed your

own posts and then lied about it to make me, and the blog host, look bad... And I would be able

to fact check this too right!?

NJK said: "LEGAL NOTICE: that constitutes legally actionable defamation/slander/libel and will

be fully prosecuted as such! And you won’t be able to hide behind your spiritual ignorance."

Great, now you've resorted to legal threats. If you can't convince me sue 'me! That's another

great way not to win friends and influence people! Oh, and I'm still stupid and hiding behind it!

NJK said: "Like I said, you can continue this conversation on my own blog.."

Wait, so you were just threatening legal action and now you want to continue a conversation on

your blog? Which is it? Do you want to press charges or do you want to talk it over? I'm so

confused!

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 4:25 AM

-See that’s what happens when comments get whimsically deleted. You had actually

asked: “tell me which church or organization has it right.” Knowing that the full

answer does indeed involve much more than a simple Church, I gave you this

pertinent answer...Not understanding what you had asked for is textbook “asininity”. 

Then subsequently I, concedingly, “retardedly” also were you can find out more about

a “Church”. And when you actually understand what the Church Triumphant is all

about (try e.g., 5T 81.2), you’ll begin to get a clue of how extensive Christ’s plan for

“pure bride” are...but I am beginning repeating myself, i.e., those deleted comments

again... The main problem here is that I would have to dumb myself to your “half”
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level, but like I said not my mandate at all...

-Your statements have long been demonstrably and clearly self-evidencing that you

are most likely indeed not very intelligence, particularly in spiritual matters...and, if

applicable, basic intelligence would actually contribute to not letting one’s pride take

over their senses. But as the (adjusted, -but not by much really) saying goes:

“Moronic is as moronic does”... 

Quite telling that you make no such defence of you being (distinctly) also “spiritually

asinine”.

-Yes indeed no link...I didn’t want to take the time again to post it, especially as it is

included within my appearing screen name here.... And you must really be convinced

that I care that you, or the likes of you read my blog posts...Your self-importance and

pride is definitely really blinding you...it just won’t let you understand what I have

already clearly said I that regard!!

-Of course you would be able to fact check who deleted those blog post...by first

asking me...but I guess your pride also won’t let you do that. You rather want to

claim/believe that I am going to lie, then why are you whining to me now???! As

always, your preferred foot-in-mouth problem not mine. Deal with it. I am not causing

that pain. Only a dishonest person themselves would defaultly come up with such

thinking and, as now, try to disculpating project it unto others. You just don’t

know/understand what spirit you are of.

cont’d

Delete

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 4:26 AM

cont’d

-A legal notice is not a legal threat...Try to understand and believe, that if you can. But

calling it “threats” makes you seem so victimized. LOL still just fooling yourself. I

don’t need the company/association of, especially spiritually moronic people. Too

much of a head ache, and time wasting, (as now), for starters. (See 1 SM 109-111 for

more reasons). 

Quoting you: “Oh, and I'm still stupid and hiding behind it!” - Finally you got

something right, but of course you probably can’t realize this or else you would know

how moronic and spiritually void this statement is. If you think that God’s work

requires grovelling at the feet of deliberately/indifferently ignorant people, then you, at

the very least, need to read your Bible and the SOP. Focus on the history of God’s

dealings with His Israel, including in NT Israel (especially the history of Christian

Church) , and then read what the SOP says about the Shaking.

-Clearly you don’t understand the actionable legal issues, so at the very least,

address what concerns you. Secondly I know what is written on my blog, so if you

want to know or discuss it, then join me there. Obviously this blog here only wants

comments which paint Ernie Knoll as a liar and false prophets. And if you make

statements which are legal slanderous/libellous on my blog then I’ll have the power

to properly deal with them, if they are actually even posted to begin with...only

substantially sound/valid/sincere comments are judiciously accepted there. So don’t

be mindlessly/air-headedly confusing/conflating lawfully slanderous and libellous

comments/actions with valid ones. There is not at all a “press charges” vs. discuss

valid questions issue here. That’s again just you not understanding basic and

straightforward things, So learn the key difference if you can....you’ll sound/seem

intelligence instead of an, at best, pompous vexatious, (logically and spiritually)

“confused” to boot, hot+air head!!!

Delete

Anonymous February 9, 2013 at 2:36 AM

NJK said: ".and since I have been making copies of this discussion here for just this

expected/typical moronic deleting reason, (never fails with you SDAs)"

Okay so now the blog host is a moron (along with all S.D.As). Any questions as to why NJK

might have a small, but apparently expected, problem with posts disappearing?

NJK said: "I will be reposting the entire original conversation on my website. See my Testing the

Spirit blog post, at the end of the Ernie Knoll section."

I'll put that on my must read list! I hope you include this post too! No abridging!!!

NJK said: "In fact I won’t be wasting my time and posting on this blog after this answer here and

any follow up comment that is made against me will instead be answered on that blog post."

Packing up the toys so soon? If ever I feel the need for a little abuse I will be sure to drop in on

your blog. I just never tire of being called stupid and a spiritual midget. I'll be right over to post!
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NJK said: "-By the way, this is all “typical”, because you all SDAs can’t accept that God is judging

you (Isa 6:8-13|Ezek 14:1-8, LDE 59-61; etc)"

All S.D.As can't except that God is judging them... Really? Isn't that the whole point, and

significance, of the heavenly Sanctuary and what the S.D.A church was founded on after the

great disappointment?

So why are you even bothering NJK? If ALL S.D.As are lost, as you say, then wipe the dust off

your feet and move on! Have you checked out any of the Catholic blogs. There has to be some

low hanging fruit there!

NJK said: "By the way, Ernie believes his dreams will be literally fulfilled, -my light says that they

will only be spiritually applicably fulfilled."

Okay so we've come full circle and Ernie is wrong about his dream interpretation! We finally

agree, Ernie is wrong!

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 4:27 AM

-You couldn’t have posed it more accurately...it is indeed quite lonely to try to do the

right thing in this predominantly moronic world, especially amongst SDAs...wherever

they may be. As Jesus said: Matt 7:14...That is indeed why God True Movement have

always either started out small and/or come to only be rightly upheld by a small

remnant (EW 269-273) You evidently think that Truth is determined by what

‘everybody does/thinks/acts’!

-You can “must read” whatever you like, I could care less...and, contrary to what you

obviously are self-deluded about, I don’t need to hide from any of my statements. In

fact, also unlike many people, as some self-written and still readable instances on

my blog and in other forums show, I also have no problem openly/transparently

correcting them myself if I see I am, or is shown to be, wrong. So save your

insinuations for someone upon whom they would apply. As the saying goes: You can

only judge another person according to yourself and your repeated false claims

about me show that you are merely just expressing how you yourself are and would

behave.

-Not “Packing up the toys so soon.” Just have more important things to spend time

on...and don’t worry, like I said above any moronic, stupid, non-factual and/or

spiritually inane comments that you would try to make in my blog discussions just

won’t get pass the pre-posting moderating. I would however greatly appreciate

sparing me the time of even having to read or evaluate/ponder them...

Most typically, when people can at best only joke about being moronic/stupid, or only

make more moronic/stupid follow-up comments responses, as yours indeed have

all been, then they are (a) indeed moronic/stupid, and that clinically so, and (b) they

fully recognize/know it...thus they are beyond any natural (or even supernatural, for

spiritual matters) help. I.e., not even God could help you then.... So I then could only

refer to reading Matt 23 in full.

-Get a basic theological clue...you, need I say it again, (Spiritual) moron!!! ...and there

is a blog post of mine on, and for, that... You just keep outdoing yourself the more you

talk.... Clearly you “moronically” think that the Investigative Judgement is a rubber

stamping process for people who profess to believe and obey God. Read you Bible

and SOP. It is a solemn time when impenitent ones are being marked to be cut off

from the Camp, in for SDAs that will fully transpire once the Shaking is over. It is only

by God’s great longsuffering mercy that He has allowed more time for people to right

their ways, but at one point, he will be tired of having to postpone someone case

docket and again grant them more time to change. 

-I keep asking myself...why indeed do I bother with any SDA...It must indeed be

because I want to give those catholic a much better and timelier chance of

understanding the Truth...and, like Ancient Israel, you all think that this was indulgent

all about yourselves....quite to the contrary!!! You benefit in all of this would merely be

mercifully and “collaterally” so (cf. Luke 19:41-44). Otherwise you do fully deserve

what is, at the very least, spiritually in store for you...as copiously revealed to Ernie

Knoll.

-What full circle.. You are the only who is spiritually “loopy” here. Get off the self-

assured merry-go-round. Ernie Knoll has not posted a word about his interpretations

of his dreams. He just relates them as he is shown them, including all

conversations/commenting. Interpreting and applying them is another aspect of

prophecy (1 Cor 12:10), and it is on that point that I say that Ernie Knoll is wrong, i.e.,

in how he believes that will be literalistically fulfilled...then again, if all else should be

frustrated in God’s wider plans here, they may indeed be literally fulfilled (=Mal 4:6b) -

God’s revelations will, one (spiritual) way, or (literally) another, never fail (Isa 55:7-11)
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P.S. The above posts are complete NJK quotes so the moderator can feel free to Legally keep

the above two posts even if further NJK deletions are made! Just F.Y.I :)

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 4:28 AM

So only what you quote from my comment is worthy of remaining posted!???... How

comically conceded, particularly as that actually makes no logical/rational sense at

all, moreover by claiming there is a “legal” implication here. LOL!!..Need I say it

again...you are definitely clinically (.......)!!! All the proof is here for any sane person to

see....or, for earlier discussions, do see the original posts on my blog post’s

reposting. 

-BTW Don’t you have to go to sleep to go to Church soon...your utter senselessness

and confusion here may accentuated by physical drowsy...or it just may not even

matter at all...

And don’t worry I have a copy...

Delete
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“Education: the path from cocky ignorance to miserable uncertainty.” 

-Mark Twain

" Go to heaven for the climate and hell for the company."

-Mark Twain

"Heaven is by favor; if it were by merit your dog would go in and you would stay out. Of all the

creatures ever made man is the most detestable. Of the entire brood, he is the only one that

possesses malice. He is the only creature that inflicts pain for sport, knowing it to be pain."

-Mark Twain

If heaven will be full of people like you NJK, I will gladly not go!

NJK said: "In fact I won’t be wasting my time and posting on this blog after this answer here and

any follow up comment that is made against me will instead be answered on that blog post."

Now you have given proof that you are a liar because you have continued to post massive new

posts, and waste considerable time doing so! Be a man of your word NJK!

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 11:20 AM

Oh yeah, the Gospel according to Mark...Twain....How did I miss that one.

Oh the things I (would be doing) to help you all errants...like (albeit non-repeatingly)

giving you all a further chance...If you are a Christian, you probably similarly blame

Jesus Christ for sacrificing Himself for your sins...just like the First Century Jews

forced Him to that fate did......But the actual reason why I am posting here, and not

straightly on my own blog, like I actually said I that I would (did read/understand that

specification?!!), is that it actually takes less time and effort to do so here...and you all

could easily read those answers to your asinine comments and (hopefully) realize

how moronic and infantile your mentality is.,,,but, evidently, that’s all like trying to

discuss the Bible with someone who believes Mark Twain is inspired....

Delete

Anonymous February 11, 2013 at 1:14 PM

NJK said:"...and you all could easily read those answers to your asinine comments

and (hopefully) realize how moronic and infantile your mentality is.,,,but, evidently,

that’s all like trying to discuss the Bible with someone who believes Mark Twain is

inspired...."

Oh, you mean like trying to discuss the Bible with someone who believes Ernie Knoll

is inspired!

NJK Project February 12, 2013 at 3:22 AM

Hello??!! -Already answered that comment/claim of yours. Repeating it doesn’t

change that fact, (or only in your spiritually-devoid world would it), so deal with it.

Delete
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Anonymous February 9, 2013 at 10:12 AM

Oh, and to hit you with some knowledge... NJK isn't a person so it's going to be hard to sue for

defamation! Besides, no one was even talking about what a horrible idea it would be to have

floating cities in the ocean! (Oops I just did.) 

NJK said: "-Of course you would be able to fact check who deleted those blog post...by first

asking me...but I guess your pride also won’t let you do that. You rather want to claim/believe

that I am going to lie, then why are you whining to me now???! As always, your preferred foot-in-

mouth problem not mine."

Talk about a whining. That is about all your posts are. And why are you posting here again? You

said you were not going to! 

NJK said: "So only what you quote from my comment is worthy of remaining posted!???... How

comically conceded, particularly as that actually makes no logical/rational sense at all,

moreover by claiming there is a “legal” implication here. LOL!!..Need I say it again...you are

definitely clinically (.......)!!! All the proof is here for any sane person to see...."

What was that you said about ME Whining!?

NJK said: "-BTW Don’t you have to go to sleep to go to Church soon...your utter senselessness

and confusion here may accentuated by physical drowsy...or it just may not even matter at all..."

This coming from you, who posted at 4:28a.m. You forgot that automatons don't need sleep!

NJK said "And don’t worry I have a copy..."

If everything I'm posting is such intellectual rubbish, why keep it? I had no idea I meant so much

to you!

NJK said "Clearly you don’t understand the actionable legal issues, so at the very least,

address what concerns you... Obviously this blog here only wants comments which paint Ernie

Knoll as a liar and false prophets. And if you make statements which are legal

slanderous/libellous on my blog then I’ll have the power to properly deal with them."

So your trying to bate me to your blog so you can sue me. Great! I wonder why more people don't

post there?

NJK said: "So don’t be mindlessly/air-headedly confusing/conflating lawfully slanderous and

libellous comments/actions with valid ones. There is not at all a “press charges” vs. discuss

valid questions issue here. That’s again just you not understanding basic and straightforward

things, So learn the key difference if you can....you’ll sound/seem intelligence instead of an, at

best, pompous vexatious, (logically and spiritually) “confused” to boot, hot+air head!!!"

So sounding intelligent is more important than being intelligent... I'm afraid your posts prove you

have mastered neither! 

NJK said: "Not “Packing up the toys so soon.” Just have more important things to spend time

on...and don’t worry, like I said above any moronic, stupid, non-factual and/or spiritually inane

comments that you would try to make in my blog discussions just won’t get pass the pre-

posting moderating. I would however greatly appreciate sparing me the time of even having to

read or evaluate/ponder them..."

So you really don't want a discussion as you'll screen everything and post only what you like.

Nice open forum there! And clearly you do have more pressing things to do. Those cities will not

build themselves!

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 11:21 AM

-You could only which that the NJK Project was merely a person, because as a

project your public slanderous and false remarks are more significant. And your

latest comment here about floating cities could just as easily be dismissed as your

ignorance...yet they are indeed still collectively actionable, demonstrating your

wanton disregard of posted facts so that you could make disparaging slanderous

and libellous remarks. Suit yourself and do also ‘smack’ yourself with some basic

common sense if you can...it will do you some face saving good.

-(Read my above response as to what I said I would do, etc)

-Read my prior comment to see what I had said about you and whining...other than

that I have no clue what sense you are trying to confect here. Try understanding the

applied “complaining” notion of “whining”...I know I am not at all “complaining” to

you... ‘speaking with tears in my words’...perhaps, but only

humanly/naturally/characterly so....(I have got to fully trust God and resolutely fulfill my

own calling/mandate better (cf. Acts 13:46 vs. Rom 11:4|Rev 11:13) and just let you

all run head long into that Amos 7:7-8 “adamant wall”)...I mean Ernie Knoll is actually

there to help/“enlighten” you all.
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-Well I know my own schedule, and also that it does not include attending an SDA

Church today... what’s your reason?? Planned to miss Sabbath School??? or doze

off during the sermon or better yet have coffee and/or Coca-Cola for breakfast....or as

you comment implies, maybe you are indeed an automaton, which explains all of the

“doesn’t-compute-type” replies you’ve been cranking out. You should at least wait

until Artificial intelligence become more developed...

-I am not “collecting your rubbish” I already stated why I make these copies...find it,

read it and accept it...if your pride will let you...

cont’d

Delete

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 11:23 AM

[edit: that of course is “wish” above, not “which”]

cont’d

-Not ‘“baiting” you to my blog’, and it is not my fault if you can’t help but be moronic

and think you are above the law in trying to paint others with you stupidity, as if that

disculpated you...yeah only if your are deemed judicially unfit to be tried as a sane

person. And I actually have not had any such legal issues/problems problem with

people posting on my blog because the clear warning that senseless and non-

substantiated comments will not be posted naturally keep the morons at bay and

away. (And FYI. 93.2% of comments submitted to my blog have been posted and the

ones which have not, actually did not involve moronic or slanderous issues but just

issues of non-substantiated claims, including several comment which, pertinently

enough, would have been slanderous to others if I had allowed them to be posted....I

requested some documentation and since none was given, the comments were not

posted...Now that how you responsibly operate a blog...if getting at the concrete truth

is actually your main concern.

-I’m afraid you just can’t recognize, nor understand, intelligence....especially when it

is combined with Biblical Spirituality...

-Self-evident, documented and/or demonstrable Truth is  what is allowed to be

posted on my forum...Saves much on ensuing discussions.... Like I have said,

making a documented and future-“referenciable” example out of you for others who

may (especially unwittingly) have similar moronic dispositions as you, (though your

case has proven to be quite extreme/“special/exceptional”), is a time saving

measure for me, and does allow me to not have to expend this effort later again,

while indeed working towards establishing the NJK Project. Perhaps these others

are more humble and repentant and are not too prideful to embrace the sense of

shame at their, especially Spiritual deficiency and “repugnant Lukewarmness”. Only

the full on reprobate SDA stiffneckly ‘refuse to know any shame...’ Never ends well for

such people...Just ask Ernie Knoll...He’s your dedicated best hope for seeing any

light here (Ezek 14:1-8),,,I know I have no such burden/mandate at all...quite to the

contrary (Isa 6:8-13)!! 

BTW, if current plans work out, these Floating Cities will much more than less “build

themselves”...e.g., welcome to the FRP & advanced robotics, age.

Delete

Anonymous February 9, 2013 at 12:32 PM

NJK said: "BTW, if current plans work out, these Floating Cities will much more than less “build

themselves”...e.g., welcome to the FRP & advanced robotics, age."

Sure, and they pay for themselves too! (And have time to sue for liable at the same time. What a

great time we live in.)

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 3:05 PM

Ohhh don’t worry about the project’s financing...Just more of your pompous

ignorance speaking...Especially you won’t be able to begin to contribute to the plans

of securing it... In fact, you surely would not be admitted in the building (1SM 109-

111). So try another hostage plot. You, and the likes of you, are to me certainly

dispensable... And who needs ‘personal time’ when I’ll then have the money to hire

attorneys.

Delete
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Anonymous February 9, 2013 at 12:42 PM

NJK said:"...But the actual reason why I am posting here, and not straightly on my own blog, like

I actually said I that I would (did read/understand that specification?!!), is that it actually takes

less time and effort to do so here...and you all could easily read those answers to your asinine

comments and (hopefully) realize how moronic and infantile your mentality is.,,,but, evidently,

that’s all like trying to discuss the Bible with someone who believes Mark Twain is inspired...."

Oh, you mean like trying to discuss the Bible with someone who believes Ernie Knoll is

inspired!

And none of this changes the fact that you didn't keep your word when you said you were done

posting here. I guess that follows though because Ernie also said he wasn't inspired, then

changed his mind and was again... Oh and God changed His mind too and didn't destroy the

Atlanta GC. Makes perfect sense now! You and Ernie have a lot in common!

I suppose later we'll find out that the floating cities were "figurative" and not meant to be taken

literally. And you want to be taken seriously? And Ernie wants to be taken seriously?

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 3:06 PM

-Yep. It is by that “Law and Testimony” that one comes to recognize valid and

genuine prophesying. (Isa 8:20; 1 Thess 5:19-22). Try it if you can sustain non-

amnesic and rational thinking long enough to get a spark of Biblical “light”....

-Not surprising that such factually oblivious (or just amnesic) and circular thinking

“follows” for you...That is indeed the only way you convince yourself that your are

making any sense, LOL! Your are increasingly quite pathetic!!! In fact I cannot actually

say that you suffer from amnesia since what I have said is available for you to read.

So since you can also read, then it is that you are just that logically and spiritually

dense... Whatever works for you...

And about me and Ernie, indeed we have many things in common and those

“Spiritual things are spiritually discern”...but that is all beyond your Spiritual grade.

-Get the actual “conditional” facts on Knoll and the GC 2010 dream and then get on

your knee and beg God for mercy at your scoffing indifference and clinical

blindness!...but of course you SDAs are infallibly blameless...

-Well keep supposing if that relieves your conscience...got riddance for me. ...And,

get the not-so-subtle clue: I don’t want you, nor the likes of you, to ever ‘take me

seriously’!! (Isa 6:8-13).

Delete
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Ernie Knoll's angels are a mere reflection of the ignorance of his own mind. Here's

the proof:

---

Ernie Knoll wrote:LOVE AND REBUKE

April 12, 2008

By Ernie Knoll

"Over the last couple months, I have received emails stating that what my angel, the

Herald, has been telling me is wrong. I have received counsel that I should ignore

what the Herald says and that I should ask for God to send His angels to escort me

to safety. I was counseled to remove the website. I have been told the Herald is an

angel of Satan.

Several counseled me to “test the spirits.” I was counseled to follow 1 John 4:1-3,

which says:

“Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because

many false prophets are gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of God:

Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God: And every

spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this

is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now

already is it in the world.”

Knowing that an angel of Satan can only answer that Jesus did not come in the flesh,

if the Herald stated this, it would prove that he is an agent of Satan and is trying to

deceive many. However, if the Herald answered that Jesus did come in the flesh,

then that would mean I am not being deceived. With these verses in mind, I invited

some to join me in prayer that if the Father would send another dream that I would be

allowed to ask this question of the Herald. This morning I was given the following

dream.

In my dream, I had decided to hike among the ferns and redwood trees in the quiet of

a forest. I walk along contemplating and praying that God will allow me an answer to

the problems that have come about from the “Stand Fast” dream. I tell the Father that

much opposition has arisen. As I walk along, I feel a closeness, as if Jesus is
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walking next to me. Yet I am all alone. As I continue on, I enjoy the odor of the

redwoods and notice how I can see my breath from the cool moisture. Everything is a

peaceful quiet. I now see a large tree limb lying across the path. I work on dragging

this tree limb out of the path so that others walking along will not have this obstacle

in their way. I continue on, thanking God for a beautiful place to walk and how I look

forward to our walks together in the forests of heaven.

Suddenly I see three angels slowly descend in front of me. The first angel says,

“Fear not as we have been sent by the Father which is in heaven.” The second angel

says, “We come proclaiming Philippians 2:5-11.” The third angel recites:

“Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of

God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God: But made himself of no reputation,

and took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men: And

being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto

death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and

given him a name which is above every name: That at the name of Jesus every knee

should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth; And

that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the

Father.”

I have a feeling of utter adulation, a feeling of such excitement. I look for words but

can only exclaim, “Praise Jesus, thank you Father.” 

---

To complete the proof, just ask the pope if he believes that Jesus Christ came in the

flesh! :)

NJK Project February 12, 2013 at 3:18 AM

Interesting reposting of this comment from this other forum. Since my comments are

less likely to be (wholesalely/whimsically) deleted in that other forum, I have

answered that post there.

Delete

Anonymous February 9, 2013 at 12:50 PM

NJK said: "-Well I know my own schedule, and also that it does not include attending an SDA

Church today... what’s your reason?? Planned to miss Sabbath School??? or doze off during

the sermon or better yet have coffee and/or Coca-Cola for breakfast...."

And any of this is your business because? (Plus if you REALLY believe Ernie you would know

that there is no point for me to go as the services are filled with Satan and evil angels.)

NJK said: "or as you comment implies, maybe you are indeed an automaton, which explains all

of the “doesn’t-compute-type” replies you’ve been cranking out. You should at least wait until

Artificial intelligence become more developed..."

Uh, you mean YOU should wait until Artificial intelligence "become" more developed to continue

posting here. Please, take your own advice... And do what you gave your word you would do...

not post here any longer!

Reply

NJK Project February 9, 2013 at 3:06 PM

-Its pertinent to me because you are adamantly claiming that ‘SDAs have it 100%

right’...

Yet, again another asinine comment: The actual issue depends on if you believe

your prophet Ernie Knoll. And since I do believe Ernie Knoll...do keep attending that

‘synagogue of Satan’.

-No...seems clear to me that you were calling yourself an “automaton”... and, if you

think its actually applicable, FRP manufacturing robots don’t need to operate on

artificial intelligence...and whatever such technology has longed been developed by

today for them is more than adequate. 

-I’ll post however I have planned to and I’ll stop posting, wherever I choose, when you

stop addressing comments to me. [Based on that tunnel-vision|narrow considering

of yours, I suppose you think that God is a liar too (Jer 18:1-10)] And if you don’t want

me to post here about my project, then just don’t make comments on it...It is as

simple as that... Contrary to what excuse you want/need to fabricate and believe, the

prophecies of Ernie Knoll to you darnel SDAs have nothing to do with my Project...so

it would behoove yo to focus your energies on discussing Knoll.

Delete
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NJK Said: "-Its pertinent to me because you are adamantly claiming that ‘SDAs have

it 100% right’...

Yet, again another asinine comment: The actual issue depends on if you believe

your prophet Ernie Knoll. And since I do believe Ernie Knoll...do keep attending that

‘synagogue of Satan’."

---

I never said S.D.A.s have it 100% right. In fact, here is my quote, on this very forum,

from January 15, 2013 at 3:16 PM:

I said: "If you had any doubts about Ernie, just read "FINAL EVENTS AND THE FIRST

SUPPER". Then think logically about what good it would do the cause of God to

destroy the ministries that are probably the closest to His idea on earth. (They all

have problems, the church has problems, nobody here on earth is perfect but this

dream is a window into what SATAN would like to see happen to the SDA church for

SURE!!!) If God is really behind this punishment, and against the Jesuits in the SDA

organization, wouldn't He also smite the Jesuits in the Catholic organization itself at

the same time? Jesuits come from the Catholic organization right?"

So NJK, what part of my statement claims S.D.A.s have it 100% right? Are you even

reading the posts?

From your clearly smug and self-righteous attitude, that comes across here, it

seems you think you can read minds. Clearly your thoughts betray you! If you go back

and read your posts it's fairly clear you don't believe in at least some of the fruits of

the spirit... or at least don't believe they apply to you!

I also note that you still haven't provided a church, that can actually be attended today,

that has a better understanding of Biblical truth than the S.D.A church (despite all the

problems, like I've said before). You have dodged this question from it's first posting

way up at the top of this thread!

We're all waiting!

NJK Project February 12, 2013 at 3:23 AM

Well I awarely didn’t bother to take any time to fact check if you had made an 100%

claim. Seems that claiming non-fact-checked things was perfectly acceptable

here..but evidently only when you do it...

As for reading the posts, I do... the real issue is, as with your comments and

questions, do you either logically and/or spiritually understand whatever you may be

reading???

-Don’t need to read minds... what for anyways??? And your expressed words and

non-cogent comments/answers speak volumes of your inner processes, particularly

in terms of the Spiritual.

-How tellingly typical...The problem with “your view” of the “fruits of the Spirit” is that

you think that they mean I have to be your doormat and slave, and moreover sink to

your non-spiritual way of viewing things...read throughout the Bible Church History

and the SOP: that has consistently been the defensive refuge of those who are

Spiritually deficient (=the attitude of the “moronic” virgin in Matt 25:1-12|COL 405-

421)...And it not “smugness” its confidence in what I have studied out in the Bible

and SOP... So ‘go get your own oil’!! LOL...you are more prophetic than you know....

If you want to find this ‘fuller truth Organization/Church’, then heed the answers I have

already given. If you think that I do not know the quibbling issue you are trying to harp

on with you now explicitly stated “attend” specification, then you have really deceived

yourself, to your own loss... I saw you coming ten miles away....but you want to think I

am both dumb and unspiritual like you, or at least, should be...So, like a person who

refuses to get on a bus to go to Church because he is not seeing the Church in the

bus, then...’keep on waiting’. Works well for me as I then won’t have to deal with you

at the front door of that edifice (1SM 109-111), i.e., if you can handle it, my own blog.

Really do stay away... you’ve long already had your chance and chose to play dumb,

so then live with that decision of yours.

Delete

Anonymous February 12, 2013 at 6:25 AM

NJK Said: "If you want to find this ‘fuller truth Organization/Church’, then heed the

answers I have already given."

You still haven't 'given' the answer, not once! (Maybe it was deleted, why don't you

post it again as I can't find it anywhere!)

NJK Project February 12, 2013 at 10:25 AM

Yeah...Yeah...Please, Keep waving away the bus...PLEASE!!!...You’re beyond

help....Just that far gone Spiritually, So by any means, do stay away....You and anyone

else who likewise “won’t” get it...That’s the whole “confusing” point!!! Isa 6:8-13....You

can’t grasp what is just before your eyes!?? (Isa 29:9-13): So “Mission

Accomplished” with you indeed!!! Just accept the fact....You and your ‘stuntedly and

retardedly infantile’ disposition are not wanted there! (1 SM 110.1)
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Anonymous February 12, 2013 at 4:51 PM

NJK Said: "Yeah...Yeah...Please, Keep waving away the bus...PLEASE!!!...You’re beyond

help....Just that far gone Spiritually, So by any means, do stay away....You and anyone else who

likewise “won’t” get it...That’s the whole “confusing” point!!! Isa 6:8-13....You can’t grasp what is

just before your eyes!?? (Isa 29:9-13): So “Mission Accomplished” with you indeed!!! Just accept

the fact....You and your ‘stuntedly and retardedly infantile’ disposition are not wanted there! (1

SM 110.1)"

If my 'disposition' is not wanted here, how come your posts are the ones that 'magically'

disappear? Once again you fool yourself. But, to quote you NJK, "not my mandate at all" to

convince you otherwise.

Enjoy the Kool-Aid!

Reply

NJK Project February 12, 2013 at 6:19 PM

Some more asinine comments...just indeed can’t “help” yourself...

a) it’s not “here” but “there”

b) it not “magic” but a blog owner’s feature

c) you are not the only who suffers from spiritual infantilism

d) wouldn’t, and didn’t, expect you to understand who the “fool” is here (Pro 26:4-5)

e) indeed ‘not trying to convince you at all’, just convict you beyond all “reasonable”

doubt (Pro 1:22-31)

f) at least my Kool-Aid isn’t spiked!! Start by laying off your drunkening self-serving

and prideful brew of wine.

g) you really have nothing redeemable with you: Spiritually dense and dunce and

logically spasmodic and haywire at best...I would say it equates Isa 29:14 but I have

seen no evidence that you have ever been (logically) “wise” or (spiritually)

“discerning”....
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Anonymous February 12, 2013 at 8:36 PM

NJK Said: "...it would behoove yo to focus your energies on discussing Knoll."

I agree! ;)

Reply

NJK Project February 12, 2013 at 9:42 PM

[Assuming this is the same “Anonymous”...why not...it sounds just as moronic]: That

requires even a basic Spiritual and Biblical, let alone Theological “quotient”, but you

have already clearly and copiously manifested that you just have none of these, and

neither care to...And, more generally, basic common/rational sense is the other

issue...

Delete

Our Sword February 13, 2013 at 12:28 AM

http://oursword.blogspot.com/2010/04/that-stealthy-old-man.html

read it, love it, live it

Reply

NJK Project February 13, 2013 at 7:29 AM

Read it. Not exegetically impressed by the isolative claim. Will rather live by what the

Bible actually fully/pertinently involves! (cf. Matt 4:2-10). 
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-BTW “Our Sword” was that the assumed philosophy/basis for the deletion of all of

my prior postings???

Judging even/especially a righteous judgement is never a “pretty” thing, look it up

throughout Biblical History (i.e., Bible, Church, SDA History), indeed just asked

Jesus, the one who made use of the choice descriptive term of “moronic”, (e.g., Matt

23 & 25:1ff)...and that is because it involves dealing with “darnel” people who have

no clue, nor care, how they are treading down God’s Truth! It takes actual Spiritual

discernment to see the Light in such cases.

Delete

Anonymous February 13, 2013 at 11:06 AM

Ronald, is that you. What is the NJK Project?

Reply

NJK Project February 13, 2013 at 11:56 AM

It is impossible to distinguish all of the “anonymous” posters here. Click on my

username “NJK Project” here and you’ll go to the NJK Project blog where you’ll find

its information website as well as the email address to contact me.

Delete

NJK Project February 13, 2013 at 3:42 PM

“Anonymous”: “Ronald, is that you. What is the NJK Project?”

...What else can you expect from members of the synagogue of Satan... pitifully

pathetic...Just can’t deal in Truth. (John 8:44-47)
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-BTW “Our Sword” was that the assumed philosophy/basis for the deletion of all of

my prior postings???

Judging even/especially a righteous judgement is never a “pretty” thing, look it up

throughout Biblical History (i.e., Bible, Church, SDA History), indeed just asked

Jesus, the one who made use of the choice descriptive term of “moronic”, (e.g., Matt

23 & 25:1ff)...and that is because it involves dealing with “darnel” people who have

no clue, nor care, how they are treading down God’s Truth! It takes actual Spiritual

discernment to see the Light in such cases.

Delete

Anonymous February 13, 2013 at 11:06 AM

Ronald, is that you. What is the NJK Project?

Reply

NJK Project February 13, 2013 at 11:56 AM

It is impossible to distinguish all of the “anonymous” posters here. Click on my

username “NJK Project” here and you’ll go to the NJK Project blog where you’ll find

its information website as well as the email address to contact me.

Delete
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again i urge you to display the fruit of the Spirit first and foremost before any attempt is made to

go into anything else in the real of theology. otherwise your words are unprofitable, for no one

will be drawn to Christ.

Reply

NJK Project February 13, 2013 at 11:50 PM

A) You are doing the typical thing of people who care nothing more than about

appearances to ignore the full context of things, and not taking into consideration the

mindless instigations of the other side. (and of course here you now have for the

most part a one-sided conversation.) I see I have followed the principle of the

counsel of Jesus in Matt 18:15-18 and when people insist on viewing things as

unspiritual people, starting by outrightly ignoring the Bible and SOP, then there is no

other option than to treat them as those “Gentiles”. So again, you need to review the

issue of such righteous/Biblical dealing in the Bible. Only the full counsel of God’s

word on this issue will help you know the Truth and not, as the Devil prefers, half-

truths.

B) It is evident that the controlling Spirit in this blog post is one which thinks that

being and sounding nice is a justification for ignoring the Bible and SOP, playing

dumb, lying, slandering, ignoring sin in the Church, etc. That is the Spirit of the Devil,

so before trying to camouflage this with facades, do first check what actual spirit you

are of. The Jewish Leaders in Christ’s day had the same skewed mentality and were

unknowingly, and then indifferently, indeed natural imps of Satan. The fact is that all

along they were self-servingly worshipping themselves.

C) The Bible and SOP are clear that there will be “New Light” unto the end, so it is not

a matter of blanketly ignoring all claims of New Light but to properly investigate them.

See my blog post on that topic.

It is so telling that you all are so concerned with facades and appearances that you

prefer to ignore investigating truth. Being “nice” may influence someone to the Truth,

but it will not save/set them free, only the Truth will. So I “urge” you all to be so

“infantilely sensitive and impressionable”, to your own detriment, and behave like

spiritual mature adult who can tell the difference. (Matt 15:21-28)...otherwise duly

effectuating Isa 6:8-13|Matt 13:10-17 is as easy as “child’s play”.
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